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Disclaimer 

Trade and Export Promotion Centre (TEPC) endeavor, using its best efforts to provide a thorough 

research on supply chain and export process of Nepalese Large Cardamom in the SAARC 

countries through different ports that are available for Nepal and provide recommendation of 

exporting process that TEPC and other stakeholders initiate.  

Unless TEPC provide prior written consent, no part of this report should be reproduced, 

distributed or communicated to any third party. We do not accept any liability if this report is used 

for an alternative purpose from which it is intended, nor to any third party in respect of this report. 

However, TEPC do not make any representation or take responsibility and liability for any 

omissions and errors. 
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CHAPTER 1: PREFACE 

Large Cardamom Business at a Glance 

1. Producti

on, 

Productivity 

and margin 

1.1 Coverage of the districts 51 

1.2 Coverage of Production Land in Ha. 16000 

1.3 Number of Farmers family engaged in Large Cardamom 

Production  

80000+ 

1.4 Total Production of Large Cardamom in MT. 6440+ 

1.5 Average Productivity in M.ton per ha 0.531  

 1.6 Per Ha production and processing cost  105333 

 1.7 Per Ha gross earning (531 kg ha @NRs 600/kg 318600 

 1.8 Per Ha gross earning  2,13,267 

 1.9 Gross Margin per Ha  202.47% 

2. Marketing 2.1 Local Market 5% 

2.2 Export 95% 

3. Export 

destination 

3.1 India 99%+ 

3.2 UAE and other countries below 1% 

4. Last five years 

export Volume and 

value 

FY Volume in MT Value in NRs.(000) 

2071/2072 2930 3839811 

2072/2073 3438 4614612 

2073/2074 3428 3875751 

2074/2075 5402 4849155 

2075/2076 5340 4284199 

2076/2077  

first 6 month  

3133 2518210 
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Figurative view of Quantity of Export Over five and half year 

 

Figurative view of Quantity of Export Over five and half year 
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Volume of Export in MT

2071/2072 2072/2073 2073/2074 2074/2075 2075/2076 2076/2077
(six month)
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Export quantity by Destinations 

 

Export value by Destinations 
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE REPORT 

This report is divided into six chapters; 

Chapter I Preface: This chapter includes large cardamom at a glance, Acknowledgement, List of 

tables and figures, list of abbreviations, list of annexes and Executive summary 

Chapter II Introduction and Background: This chapter is background, the part of the report 

which includes the background and relational description of the assignment, objective of the 

research study, the study coverage, study approach, methodological framework, the details of 

study proceeding and limitation of the study.  

Chapter III Highlights about the large cardamom in Nepal: This chapter is about the existing 

situation of large cardamom in Nepal. This chapter deals with the general overview of large 

cardamom in Nepal, existing production and productivity, cultivation practice, Strengths, 

Weakness, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis of Large Cardamom and average cost of 

production and gross margin of large cardamom in Nepal.  

Chapter IV Existing Marketing and Supply Chain: This is the main chapter which includes 

the supply and Value chain analysis. This section deals about the overview existing, overall 

value chain and general supply chain from Nepal to India  

 

Chapter V Proposed Marketing and Logistic:  

This chapter deals about the proposed new markets, the ports  and dry ports available for Nepal, 

Proposed sector wise supply chain cost effective logistic and Business obligations  

Chapter VI: General Findings and Recommendations for remedies of issues: This chapter is 

the major finding of the study/research mainly relating to export. The topics dealt under this 

chapter are; general findings with VC financing mechanism and access to credit of farmers to 

exporters, The current export procedures, Logistic arrangement of large cardamom, Export 

arrangement, export issues, Current GON support in export and General Recommendations for the 

remedies of export hurdles.  

Chapter VII Annexes: This chapter is full of related annexes  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Nepal is considered as number one large cardamom exporting country in the world. But as a land 

locked country, the cost effective transportation is still challenging for the easy export and 

maximization of profit to the exporters/traders. Because of this, the exporters and traders are not 

gaining much even there is high demand of large cardamom in the world and the Nepali production 

is highest quality. So the rationale behind this research is; 

 To find out the different options of cost effective transportation of cardamom to export in 

SAARC countries through the different ports.  

 To explore different options of support/facilitate in export process to the exporters by the 

value chain enablers and supporters so that the exporters are motivated and export is 

increased which can be reduce the gap of trade deficit of the country.  

 To increase export for the motivation to the large cardamom farmers so that rural economy 

in improved and poverty alleviation goal is achieved. 

 To strengthening the national economy by expanding the international market of Nepali 

cardamom 

With the above context, TEPC planned to obtain a research report with options of cost effective 

transportation of Nepalese large cardamom while exported to the different ports in SAARC 

countries  

The main objective of this study/research is to find out the cost effective way of transportation of 

Nepali large cardamom to export through the different ports that are available for Nepal and 

provide suggestion of export process that TEPC and other stakeholders initiate. The specific 

objectives were; 

 Finding out the Value chain of Nepali Cardamom including the cost effective production 

and processing steps 

 Defining the supply chain to different export destinations  

 Finding out of different transportation options that are cost effective or cost saving to the 

exporters and traders 

 Find out and suggest the key area of support/ facilitation to the exporters/traders for the 

export of Nepali large cardamom. 

To gather the qualitative and quantitative information/data and information, the study covered 

wider range of stakeholders and value chain players like producers, traders, exporters, Federation 

of Large Cardamom Entrepreneurs' Association of Nepal Association of Nepal at Birtamod, Jhapa. 

Similarly Value chain enablers like TEPC, Ministry of Industry , Commerce and Supplies, 

Department of customs and Value chain supporters like Chamber of commerce etc. were also 

consulted for the accomplishment of the study. 
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Desk work, consultation meeting with VC actors and enablers/supporters, Information collection, 

debriefing of initial findings, data processing, analysis, submission of draft report, validation of 

the report and submission of final draft report has been done during this research/study    

Although study was supposed to focus on SAARC countries but we focused on the largest 

consuming gulf countries of large cardamom as well on top of the TOR 

Based on the available information from various source, the study made following 

recommendations; 

Logistic Related  

Recommendation 1: Find out Market demand & Open the scope of export diversification:  

Because of the India dependency in export Nepalese exporter are losing global market benefit and 

chain effect going back up to the producers as well. So the following is to be done for the 

improvement of export logistic, 

Recommendation 1: Market demand survey 

Bangladesh, Pakistan and Gulf countries are the large importers of large cardamom. So, a marked 

demand and mandatory export/import requirement need to be surveyed. 

Recommendation 2: Warehouse management in Gulf countries and Pakistan:  

Pakistan and Gulf countries do not demand in full container at one time. So in such cases, TEPC 

and GON- Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Supplies should lead for the establishment of 

Nepalese warehouse for large cardamom so that the bulk export can be release gradually released 

in markets of Pakistan and other gulf countries. 

Recommendation 3: Test the Chinese route with one consignment:  

The Chinese route seems to be feasible in a competitive price through land route transport. It is 

also estimated that per kg air cargo up to Karachi is NRs 60. But air cargo is only for the smaller 

volume transport. So physical testing with one trip is necessary to finalize the exact logistic cost.  

Recommendation 4: Other Additional issue that came during the study : 

During the study, the other sectors were expressed by the VC actors. So, beyond the TOR, the 

following issues based recommendations also made; 

Issue 1: The farm gate price is determined by the local collectors rather than the farmer’s 

groups or their cooperatives 

Recommendation 1 Support for farmer based collection centers: GON-Ministry of Agriculture 

& Livestock Development need to facilitation support for the establishment of farmer’s group or 

their cooperative based collection centers and linking them with the wholesale traders   
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Issues 2: VC financing not encouraging to the farmers, wholesale traders and exporters 

Recommendation 2 Soft Loan for the Farmers: Remote farmers are lacking soft loan for the 

production and storage. So, as an opportunity to establish the contract farming and storage system 

is required unless there is good price.  

Issue 3: GST (5%) and NTBs in India 

Recommendation 3: GST Issue in India: 5% GST in Indian custom is not as per the actual price. 

The Indian custom valuation is a minimum IRs 500 for per kg of large cardamom whereas the 

exporters export in IRS 450/kg. So, GON- ministry of Industry, Commerce and Supply should do 

negotiation with Indian government for either removable of 5% GST like ginger or make GST as 

per actual price and adopt similar valuation with Indian products 

Issue 4: Farmers based collection centers hurdling logistic arrangement 

Recommendation 4: Equip Farmer group or cooperative led collection centers with 

transport vehicle: The collection centers owned by the farmer’s cooperatives are not equipped 

with transport vehicles. So, GON-Ministry of Land Reform and Cooperative & ministries in the 

Federal Government need to make provision of at least 40% grant support for buying transport 

vans  

Issue 5: Quarantine depended on India and lacking of in-depth research on increase of 

productivity of highly demanded species of Large Cardamom. 

Recommendation 5: Dependency on India Quarantine: Nepalese exporters are depended on 

India Quarantine which takes long time (over 2 weeks) to get Lab result. So, Ministry of Industry, 

Commerce and Supply should take initiation for own Lab for the quality certification and do 

negotiation with the exporting countries for the reliability of Nepalese quality certificate.  

Recommendation 6: In-depth research on increasing productivity of market preferred 

species: Large cardamom has several verities. There are few verities which are highly demanded 

in global market. So, Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development should initiate in depth 

research to find out the globally demanded verities and increase support for the increment of 

productivity of them. 
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CHAPTER 2: INTRODUCTION AND ABCKGROUND 

2.1 Background 

Nepal is exporting large cardamom nearly all into the markets of India. The market diversification 

of export potential Nepalese product commodities like large cardamom is very much required for 

Nepal. With the limited market routes known for quick delivery, the export destination of large 

cardamom is concentration into India only. So, it is also important to find out the cost effective 

transportation and logistics service of Nepalese large cardamom while exported to the different 

ports in SAARC countries. Although study was supposed to focus on SAARC countries but we 

focused on the largest consuming gulf countries of large cardamom as well on top of the terms of 

reference. 

2.2 Rationale of the Research 

Nepal is considered as number one large cardamom exporting country in the world. But as a land 

locked country, the cost effective transportation is still being a challenge for the easy export and 

maximization of profit to the exporters/traders. Because of this, the exporters and traders are not 

gaining much even there is high market price and demand of large cardamom in the world and the 

Nepali cardamom is of highest quality. So, the rationale behind this research is; 

 To find out the different options of cost effective transportation of cardamom to export in 

SAARC countries through the different ports.  

 To explore different options of support/facilitate in export process to the exporters by the 

value chain enablers and supporters so that the exporters are motivated and export is 

increased which can be reduced the gap of trade deficit of the country.  

 To increase export for the motivation to the large cardamom farmers so that rural economy 

is  improved and poverty alleviation goal is achieved. 

 To strengthening the national economy by expanding the international market of Nepali 

cardamom 

2.3 Objective of the Research 

The main objective of this study/research is to find out the cost effective way of transportation of 

Nepali large cardamom to export in SAARC countries through the different ports that are available 

for Nepal and provide suggestion of export process that TEPC and other stakeholders initiate. The 

specific objectives are; 

 Finding out the Value chain of Nepali Cardamom including the cost effective production 

and processing steps 

 Defining the supply chain to different export destinations in SAARC countries. 
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 Finding out of different transportation options that are cost effective or cost saving to the 

exporters and traders 

 Find out and suggest the key area of support/ facilitation to the exporters/traders for the 

export of Nepali large cardamom. 

2.4 The Coverage of the Study 

To gather the qualitative and quantitative information/data and information, the study covered 

wider range of stakeholders and value chain players like producers, traders, exporters, Federation 

of Large Cardamom Entrepreneurs' Association of Nepal Association of Nepal at Birtamod, Jhapa. 

Similarly Value chain enablers like TEPC, Department of customs and Value chain supporters like 

Chamber of commerce etc. were also consulted for the accomplishment of  the study. 

Desk work, consultation meeting with VC actors and enablers/supporters, Information collection, 

debriefing of initial findings, data processing, analysis, submission of draft report, validation of 

the report and submission of final draft report has been done during this research/study.    

2.5 Approach of the study 

The study is based on both primary and secondary information for validation and credibility of 

Information. The study has been carried out in and around Kathmandu and some of the cardamom 

producing districts like Lamjung and Taplejung. Lamjung district has been visited physically the 

famers of the Taplejung were met in Birtamod –Jhapa. 

The other approach applied was to visit the large cardamom traders and participation in their 

meetings. The telephonic approach with exporters was also adopted for the verification of the 

information.  

2.6 The Methodology/process steps Framework 

The study has been applied different methods i.e. desk work, field study and data collection, data 

processing and analysis, writing draft and final report. The detail of the methodology and approach 

were as below: 
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Step 5 Debriefing of Initial Findings 

Step 6 Data Processing and Analysis 

Step 7 Submission of Draft Report 

Step 8 Validation Meeting 

Step 9 Submission of final Report 

Step 1 Consultation meeting 

Step 2 Review and Desk work 

Step 4 Data Collection from VC actors, 
enablers and service providers and web 

search  

Step 2 Inception Report 
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2.7 The detail proceeding of the Methodology   

For the successfully accomplishment of the study/research, the following was the detail proceeding 

of the study; 

Step 1: Consultation Meeting 

 

Before starting of the study, the first consultation meeting has been organized in TEPC with the 

Executive Director Mr. Sarad Bikram Rana and other section heads on 06 January 2020 where the 

study area and expectation of TEPC through the study report has been discussed and realized. 

 

Step 2 Review and Desk work: 

After the first consultation meeting, the study team spent  the time for, 

 In-depth understanding of the objective and relevancy of the study 

 Access to website, obtained documents, policies, periodic reports and list of 

traders/exporters and literatures from several sources and review of them.  

 Based on the preliminary findings from the literature review, the tools (questionnaires) for 

study (data collection) has been developed for the use in Key Informant Interviews, and 

telephonic conversation with the stakeholders. (see questionnaires and checklist in 

Annex 1 to 6) 

 

Step 3: Inception Report: After the desk work, an inception report has been submitted by the 

team including study methodology, sampling method and detail work plan of the assignment.  

 

Step 4: Data Collection from VC actors, enablers and Service Providers: The required 

information has been collected from several related VC enablers, service providers and value chain 

operators. The list of the consulted people or organizations is annexed in annex 7. 

 VC Enablers: Consultation has been done with the VC enablers like Department 

of customs Kathmandu, Custom office Kakarbhitta, Department of Commerce and 

Ministry of Industry, commerce and supply.  

 VC Supporter/service provider: TEPC itself has been consulted as VC supporter 

and Federation of Large Cardamom Entrepreneurs' Association of Nepal' 

Association of Nepal, Birtamod-Jhapa and custom clearing agent were also 

consulted.  

 VC Operators/actors: To obtain the information from practical VC actors, some 

farmers of Lamjung and Taplejung, local collector/traders, regional 

collectors/traders, wholesale traders and exporters were consulted.   

 Participation in discussion and interaction workshop: To get depth knowledge, 

on marketing of large cardamom the study team has participated in one day 

workshop on discussion and interaction on the issues and suggestion for the 

remedies of issue in agriculture production and marketing. This workshop has been 
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organized by Federation of Nepali Large Cardamom Entrepreneurs' Association of 

Nepal in Birtamod Jhapa on 29 February 2020. The workshop has been inaugurated 

and participated by Minister of Land Management, Agriculture and Cooperative   

of Province one.  

 Different web search: The different web search has been done to get related 

informations 

 

Step 5: Debriefing of Initial Findings 

Towards the end of the study, the second consultation meeting has been done through telephone 

because COVID 19 -lockdown  

 

Step 6.Data processing and analysis: A template has been developed for the processing of 

gathered data and based on this, data were analyzed. The gathered information was processed 

properly from each category of questionnaires and all data were analyzed as per the required 

information.   

 

Step 7: Submission of Draft Report 

By incorporating all the available data/information, a comprehensive draft report has been 

submitted in electronic version to TEPC for the comments and suggestions. 

 

Step 8: Validation of Report 

The draft report was presented and facilitated in the validation meeting with TEPC and obtain 

comments, feedbacks and suggestions from the participants on 22 Ashar 2077 

Step 9: Submission of Final Report:  

After adjustment of comments and feedbacks, final report has been submitted in 2 hard copies with 

well binding and electronic version of final report to TEPC on 23 Ashar 2077. 

2.8 Limitation of the Study 

 Resource constraint for wider coverage: The resource allocated for the study did not 

allowed to physically approach at Calcutta, Visakhapatnam, Bangladesh Ports to exactly 

finding out the shipment cost. So based on the information available from previous exporter 

at Pakistan and experienced information from them has been accepted for the shipment 

cost up to Pakistan and Gulf countries 

 

 COVID 19 limited the further approach with other stakeholders and TEPC as well: 

This report could have been completed quite earlier with more meetings with TEPC and 

other stakeholders related to Large Cardamom, but because of the COVID 19 Pandemic 
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CHAPTER 3: HIGHLIGHT ABOUT LARGE CARDOMOM IN NEPAL 

 

3.1 Overview about Large Cardamom in Nepal 

Large Cardamom is an important export cash crop which falls under as spices crop. It has been 

identified as one of the priority commodities in different plans and policies in Nepal. This crop has 

been initially started from Ilam and nowadays, it has spread over 46 mid hill districts of Nepal. It 

is estimated that over 80,000 Household  are involving in large cardamom farming in over 15000 

Ha of land and annually over 700 MT cardamom is produced and is exported to India, Pakistan, 

Singapore, UAE, Hong Kong and USA.  Nepal is the largest producers of large cardamom in the 

world. 

A large number of farmers, rural households, traders and exporters are involved in production, 

processing, marketing and export. The total export earnings were raised from Rs 3.83 Billionn  in 

2071/2072 to NRs 4.28 Billion in 2075/2076 (TEPC). The production and marketing is still 

increasing. 

Large cardamom has direct impact on the economy of the rural people. Its promotion can 

contribute significantly to poverty reduction of the people living in the mid-hill areas as this crop 

thrives well at altitudes ranging from 765 to 1675 meter. Besides this, cardamom is an environment 

friendly crop and protects the environment by maintaining green cover and reducing soil erosion. 

Therefore, it is anticipated that cardamom cultivation can improve the socio-economic situation of 

rural people by providing high economic returns to their investment.  

Nepalese large cardamom is recognized as high quality and taste. Nepal is the largest producer of 

large cardamom with 52% share, followed by India (37%) and Bhutan (11%). Most of the large 

cardamom producing areas is located in 46 districts of Nepal and the leading districts are: Ilam, 

Panchthar, Taplejung, Sankhuwasabha, Terhathum, Bhojpur and Dhankuta districts. Taplejung is 

the largest large cardamom producing district in Nepal having 4,500 hectares is under large 

cardamom plantation and producing annually over 2,400 tons.  

Large cardamom is prioritized as high value, low volume and export potential crop. Large 

cardamom is the largest agricultural export products  of Nepal. The productivity of Nepali large 

cardamom in Nepal is far below to world average yield (Nepal, 500kg/ha and India, 2000kg/ha) 

So, the productivity with improved technology and marketing and market linkage with cost 

effective way is the main challenging among others issues in Nepal.  

3.2 Existing Production and Productivity of Large Cardamom. 

Currently the production coverage in Nepal is 43 districts and gradually expanding to western 

Nepal. Of the total production of Nepal 97% covers by eastern districts and the top producing 
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district is still Taplegung. The four districts Taplagunj, Panchthar, Sankhuwasabha and Ilam 

accounts 81% total National production (NARC 2018/2019). The annual large cardamom 

production of Nepal is estimated around 6500 Mt in around 16000 Ha of land the number of 

farmers involved are estimated to be  over 80000. Table 1 below shows the total area of production 

and quantity of production of large cardamom by districts; 

Table 1: Area of production and annual yield of large cardamom by districts 

SN District 

Ha. of land 

covered 

Productive Area 

in Ha. 

Production 

in MT. 

Productivity 

Per Ha 

in Kg. 

1 Taplejung  4500 4150 2490 600 

2 Panchthar 1950 1731 667 385.33 

3 Ilam 1600 1163 558 479.79 

4 Sankhuwasabha 2824 1900 1108 583.16 

5 Terhathum  730 637 253 397.17 

6 Dhankuta  275 240 145 604.17 

7 Solukumbu 157 68 40 588.24 

8 Bhojpur 412 374 157 419.79 

9 Khotang 1320 940 564 600 

10 Okhaldungha 38 15 6 400.00 

11 Udayapur 33 22 14 636.36 

12 Morang 65 60 62 1033.33 

13 Dolakha 562 100 38 380 

14 Sindhupalchowk 133 49 39 795.92 

15 Rasuwa 5 4 2 500 

16 Ramechhap 90 68 28 411.76 

17 Sindhuli 27 20 14 700 

18 Kavrepalanchowk 68 59 61 1033.90 

19 Lalitpur 3 2 2 1000 

20 Kathmandu 4 3 1 333.33 

21 Nuwakot 65 45 25 555.56 

22 Dhading 18 12 6 500.00 

23 Makwanpur 14 6 0 0 

24 Gorkha 155 100 35 350.00 

25 Lamjung 304 180 63 350 

26 Tanahun 9 2 1 500.00 
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27 Kashki 23 11 1 90.91 

28 Parbat 15 4 2 500.00 

29 Syanja 10 5 3 600 

30 Palpa 3 2 1 500.00 

31 Myagdi 18 12 5 416.67 

32 Baglung 92 7 3 428.57 

33 Gulmi 2 1 0 0 

34 Arghakahnchi 5 3 3 1000.00 

35 Kalikot 1 1 1 1000 

36 Rukum 33 18 16 888.89 

37 Rolpa 70 70 7 100 

38 Salyan 11 11 6 545.45 

39 Jajarkot 10 6 2 333.33 

40 Dailekh 21 11 4 363.64 

41 Surkhet 7 7 6 857.14 

42 Doti 2 1 1 1000.00 

43 Kailali 1 1 0 0 

Total 15685 12121 6440 531.31 

Source: NARC publication 2018/2019 

 It is assumed that the districts covered with large cardamom farming has approached up to 51 

districts and area covered up to 17000 Ha. but production has not been started in some districts. 

The average productivity where production is being started is 531.31 Kg/Ha. which is quite low 

compared to India where the production is seen 2000 Kg/Ha.  

The NARC publication 2018/2019 also shows that the large cardamom production area, production 

as well as its productivity is increasing. The report shows that the cultivation area in FY 1994/95 

was 8782 Ha, production 3010 Mt. and productivity 340 Kg/Ha. and after 23 years (2017/2017) 

the production area increased up to 16000Ha., production 6440 MT and productivity 531 Kg/Ha.   

In general the following verities of large cardamoms are cultivated in Nepal; 

a. Ramsai in high altitude area of above 1500 meter 

b.  Golsai in lower altitude area of below 1300 meter 

c. Saune suitable mid and high altitude like 1300-1500 meter 

d. Bharlange suitable above 1500 meter 

e. Chibesai with high production potentiality from 700 to 1800 meter 
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f. Jirmale suitable at water scarce area from 700 to 1000 meter 

altitude 

g. Dambarsai suitable at altitude of 700 to 1200 meter 

h. Ramala suitable at altitude of 700 to 1200 meter 

i. Kantidar suitable at 800 to 1300 meter altitude 

a. Seremna very less produce in Nepal 

 

3.3 Short overview of Production and Production chain 

Large Cardamom is high value and major exportable commodities prioritized by Ministry of 

Commerce and Supplies in Nepal. It is evergreen, perennial, herbaceous plant grown in north 

facing hill slope. Its commercial cultivation was beginning from Ilam district in 1953. After 

establishment of Cardamom Development Centre in 1975, development of Large Cardamom 

started in Nepal. Now-a-days its cultivation has reached over 51 districts and the commercial 

production has started in 43 districts. 

According to NTIS 2016, Large Cardamom is listed one of the top most export potential 

commodity of Nepal and is also major source of income of the hills farmers. Nepalese hills are 

suitable for high quality large cardamom. Cash yield from large cardamom farming starts from 3rd 

years onward after planting and its potential yield obtained up to 15th years. According to the 

traders, Nepali large cardamom is preferred over Indian due to its quality. 

Currently large cardamom is grown in 17,002 ha. of which 12,508 ha. are under productive area 

and the yield is 6,521 MT with productivity of 522 kg/ha.  

(Source:Journal of Agriculture and Natural Resources (2018) 1(1): 76-89) 

There are several study reports on large cardamom but the production and productivity data differs 

slightly with each study. So, we assume that currently over 17000 Ha. of land is utilized for large 

cardamom production and over 6500 MT. is produced annually in Nepal. It is also estimated that 

over 80000 HH are involved in Large Cardamom production.  

3.4 Cultivation Practice of Large Cardamom:  

The cultivation of large cardamom needs several steps process by avoiding direct contact of sun. 

It means it required shadow. The production steps are highlighted as below; 

3.4.1 Land selection and Preparation: The suitable land for the large cardamom is the slope 

and shaded which I, generally, less used for the cultivation of other crops. Once the land is 

prepared, then it works for 15 to 20 years. 
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3.4.2 Nursery Management: Seed of large cardamom is grown with primary and secondary 

nursery to make ready for plantation  

 

3.4.3 Propagation: Large cardamom is propagated by applying 

three methods 

i) Seed propagation is found safer propagation of preparation of 

seedlings with higher chance to make viral disease free. 

ii) The other propagation method is use of sucker as seedling. But 

the selection of the sucker from the viral disease-free plants is 

quite technical part of propagation. 

iii) The third method of propagation is tissue culture process. This is the safest method to grow 

seedling. 

3.4.4 Plantation: Generally large cardamom is 

cultivated between 600 t0 2000 Meter altitudes above 

sea level. The plantation is in summer season is during 

the first week of June.  

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.5 Inter culture and shade management: Inter culture practice need to be adopted with 

mulching, water management, weeding, clearing (Trashing), Racking and digging, earthing-up and 

cropping. Similarly large cardamom is shade loving plant. The cultivation can’t be done in 

sunlight. So shade is necessary and trees are planted 

for the shading purpose.  

3.6.6 Disease control: The large cardamom has 

chance of diseases. So disease control comes along 

with cultivation practice. 
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3.4.7 Harvesting: The harvesting of large cardamom generally starts after three years of 

plantation. Generally the season of harvesting is August-October. The harvesting is done looking 

at the maturity of capsules. 

 

 

3.4.8 Processing: The processing of harvested large cardamom is quite important. Before proper 

processing, the large cardamom can’t be marketed. Processing has several steps as below; 

Processing step 1: Curing and Segregating:  Depending on the maturity of the capsules, the 

moisture  content is 70 to 80% while harvested. So the curing is crucial process of large 

cardamom to obtain better quality. For this purpose, the harvested large cardamom is heaped for 

2-3 days. After this the large cardamom capsules are segregated from their roots.  

Processing step 2: Drying: Drying is another very important part of processing. The drying is 

done with different methods like, 

i) traditional drying with local fire Bhattis: where smoke comes in contact with large 

cardamom capsules  
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ii) Improved dryers with fuel pipe curing house: This system prevents the contact of 

smoke to the large cardamom capsules 

iii) Solar dryer: much improved technology; which needs 24 hours in dryer and 48 hours 

in open sun.  

iv) Electric dryer with multi- tray chambers: this system is quite efficient   

v) Low cost modern dryers with wood combustor: This system saves 75% of fire wood 

compare to traditional Bhatti.   

 

 

Standard Dryer 

The different farmers of different districts use different drying techniques for large cardamom. 

Processing step 3: Quality determination: The quality of the Large cardamom is based on its 

size. So, quality determination is another important processing part of large cardamom. In the 

context of Nepal, the quality of large cardamom is divided in three categories as; 

i) Jumbo Jet (JJ) with above 14 mm pinkish to well brown and well tail cutting  

ii) Super Deluxe (SD) between 10-14 mm pinkish to medium brown and medium tail 

cutting 

iii) Chalan Chalti (CC) below 10mm pinkish to less brown and poor tail cutting 

Processing step 4: Tails cutting and Packing: Large cardamom capsules have tails. The capsules 

without tail fetch higher price. So, cutting tail before packing is important as the last processing. 

The production chain of large cardamom is quite long with several steps. The following figure 1 

shows the production chain of large cardamom in Nepal. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/cardamom-dryer-machine-6595319991.html&psig=AOvVaw2hub8Yq2LUF5Dph5miAqmI&ust=1582532325998000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPivm7-e5-cCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAT
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Figure 1: Production Chain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Generally, farmers do semi processing and supply to local collectors/traders. The 

collectors/traders do more processing and supply to either exporters or the regional traders.  

As per the Journal of Agriculture and Natural Resources (2018) 1(1): 76-89, some part of the 

processing like cleaning and tail cutting is done in Siliguri, India. So there is chance to do such 

processing activity and add value in Nepal.  

3.5 SWOT Analysis of Nepalese Large cardamom 

In the case of large cardamom, SWOT Analysis is a useful framework for analyzing strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats in production and marketing which defines about what 
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Inter 
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and 

Preparation 
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should done to address well, what should be addressed to manage the leaking and risks and what 

could be the greatest possible advantage of chances for future success. 

With the above context the following is the Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats of 

Nepalese Large Cardamom Production and Marketing is shown. 

Strength:  

 Climate Friendly: Nepal has production potential all over the country especially in 

Nepal’s geographical situation-the slope land where other crop is not potential. At the same 

time large cardamom is Nepalese climate friendly. So, It is evergreen, perennial, 

herbaceous plant grown in north facing hill slope. 

 Source of rural livelihood: in Nepal large cardamom is taken as   a means of rural 

livelihood and employment since over 80000 house hold are directly involved in 51 hill 

and mid-hill districts. It is also assumed that there is high chance of expansion of farming 

area and involvement of more household. 

 Non Perishable nature: The large cardamom is non-perishable product which can be 

stored for a longer time and possibility for transport in long destination without damage. 

 High value and low weight: Large cardamom is a high value crop with over 200% gross 

margin for the farmers/producers. At the same time the low weight makes easy for the 

transportation and handling.  

 High productivity: Per hectare productivity is high (in an average 531 kg).  

 Low production cost: Once the plantation is done the production of large cardamom starts 

after three years and continues up to 15 years. The input requirement is quite low after 

plantation.  

Weakness 

 Lack of required knowledge: The farmers have insufficient knowledge in increasing 

productivity, improved and modern dryer and well processing because large cardamom 

requires several steps of processing to maintain quality. The traditional processing is not 

environment friendly. Furthermore well grading and cleaning fetch a greater price. But, 

most of the farmers deliver the product without sufficient grading and fetch comparatively 

less price.  

 Limited business skill with the farmers: The producers of large cardamom are the weak 

actors under large cardamom value chain. They have very limited price bargaining 

capacity. Generally they do not store their products until they get good price. They sell 

their products to the local collectors whatever the price they offer.  

 Little or no initiative to boost quality: Generally the large cardamom farmers do not care 

about the increase of quality. They do not care about the selection of species which is more 

demanding in the market.  
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 Low level of transportation facilities: The large cardamom cultivation is done in the 

interior and remote farm locations where the transportation facility is not good. In such 

context the transportation from the remote farm to Birtamod is quite difficult and hence 

mostly costly.  

 Lack of VC financing: The provision and real practice in VC financing is quite different. 

There is provision of soft loan with 5% interest rate. But most of the farmers have no access 

to such loan for cultivation. There is no any provision for storing the finished products 

unless there is good market price. So the farmers need to sell their products in cheap price 

immediately after the harvest and semi-processed.  

 Long supply chain & Lack of collection centers at farm level: In several farm areas the 

collection centers from the farmers group are not established yet. Because of this, each 

farmer depends with different collectors with different price. In this way the price of the 

product is in the collector’s hand. Similarly long supply chain increases price from farm 

gate to the exporters.  

 Arbitrary expenditures issues: Sometimes the traders of large cardamom need to face 

arbitrary expenditures and donation while they are transporting the large cardamom. 

 Lack of export diversification: The whole of the export of large cardamom is destined to 

the Indian markets and the Indian traders with some or none value addition into it further 

export them in the global market. In this way the Indian traders get good price of Nepalese 

large cardamom in global market but the Nepalese traders are away from global market.  

 Increasing fungus/disease: The reason of fungus disease is not yet identified. So, 

uncontrolled fungus disease is sometimes destroying the production and decreasing 

productivity.  

 Unfair competition among the farmers: The unorganized farmers do unfair market 

competition among them. Because of this others are unnecessarily benefitting and farmers 

are losing.  

Opportunity 

 Nepalese large cardamom is well famous and of best quality: Nepalese large cardamom 

is famous because of its tasting quality, colour, size etc. Because of this, it has high chance 

of export in the global market. 

 High demand: The market demand of Nepalese large cardamom is high in the global 

market.   

 Medicinal value: The value of large cardamom is considered as good spices. But it has 

also medicinal value which can be explored and processed accordingly. 

 Possibility to diversification to export destinations: Up to now, export of large 

cardamom is depended on Indian market. But Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bangladesh and 

Pakistan are the leading importers of large cardamom. So export diversification is quite 

possible  
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 Most export Commodity: In NTIS 2016, Large Cardamom is listed as one of the priority 

export potential commodities of Nepal 

 Low import tariff of importers: The importers of large cardamom face low import tariffs 

in most of the importing countries.  

Threats 

 No export diversification: Over dependency on Indian traders, large cardamom export is 

becoming challenging nowadays because India stared its own production and Nepalese 

large cardamom market is being substituted from their products. The consequence is that 

each year the price of Nepalese product is decreasing in India.   

 Frequent Price fluctuation: The frequent price fluctuation is gradually de-motivating the 

farmers and traders.  

 

3.6 Average cost of Production and gross margin: 

The Large cardamom farming needs step by step process and for each process the additional cost 

is required. At the same time the gross margin is quite high as well. Table below is the simple 

calculation of production and productivity of large cardamom farming. 

 Table 2: Production cost, productivity and gross margin Analysis in one Ha. 

Items Explanation Direct Production cost of 

large cardamom in Rs.  

1.Production steps    

Land Preparation  Labour 50 @500 25000 

Nursery 

Management/Sapling 

purchase 

Sapling Purchase 25000XNRs 5.00 

(The planted saplings work for 15 years 

125,000/15= NRs 8333 

yearly  

Propagating X  

Plantation Labour charge 60@500  

(once planted, it is for 15 years)  

30000/15= NRs 2000 

Inter culturing LS 5000 

Disease control LS 5,000 
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Harvesting  Labour  60 @500 30000 

Total production cost Total per hectare NRs: 50,333 

Total Volume production 

before processing (in 

Kg) 

Total Production pre hectare  3350 KG 

2.Processing steps  Processing cost of Large 

cardamom in NRs 

Processing steps 1 Curing and Segregation  Labour 10@500 5,000 

Processing steps 2 Drying: Fire wood and Labour 30,000 

Processing steps 3 Grading/ Quality determination X 

Processing steps 4 Tail cutting Labour 40@500 20,000 

Total Processing cost   NRs: 55,000 

Total Direct cost of production  and processing (1+2) NRs: 105,333 

Per kg Production/Processing cost  NRs 199/kg 

Net production Volume after processing in one Ha of land   531 kg 

Farm gate price of 531 kg/ha @ NRs 600/kg NRs 318600 

Per Ha. Gross Margin  Gross Margin NRs 2,13,267  202.47%  

 

Once the plants are planted, then the production starts after three years and afterwards there is no 

need of land preparation and plantation including nursery management for 15-20 years. In this 

way, the cost of production is quite low for large cardamom. With decreasing price also, the gross 

margin of large cardamom is over 202%.  
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CHAPTER 4: EXISTING MARKETING and SPPLY CHAIN   

4.1 Short overview on Marketing of Nepali Large Cardamom 

The world Marketing 

The world cardamom market is quite encouraging. In the year 2019, the global export is led by 

India, Nepal and Singapore. At the Same time UAE is the largest importer of large cardamom, 

both in terms of value and quantity followed by Saudi Arabia, Bangladesh, Pakistan, India and 

Kuwait. 

Marketing in/from Nepal 

It is estimated that of the total production of the large cardamom, 95% is exported and 5% is 

consumed in Nepal. With this context, large cardamom is considered as exportable product in 

Nepal. The NTIS 2016 (with 191 short and mid-term actions) has included large cardamom as 

export potential of Nepal with the development goal to Increase the contribution of export potential 

goods and services to the national economy through improved trade enabling environment and 

strengthened value chain development of priority potential products (NTIS 2016). 

During export, the large cardamom first sent to the local traders/collectors by the producers and 

then it reaches to the district level traders/collectors and then regional traders/exporters. After the 

sufficient collection and processing with grading the regional traders (Wholesale Traders) sale to 

the exporters and the exporters fulfill necessary processes like , tail-cutting and packing to export 

mainly  to India. In this way, there is long supply chain within country.  The marketing chain of 

Nepalese large cardamom is as follows; 

Export from Nepal:  

Large cardamom is categorized as high value spices crop and is one of the major spices exported 

from Nepal. Government of Nepal has identified the product as an export-potential product. More 

than 95% of the large cardamom is exported. Of the total export 99% is exported to India and most 

of the Indian Importers re-export Nepalese large cardamom to other global markets. Figure 2 is 

about the existing marketing chain of the large cardamom  
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Figure 2: Marketing Chain 
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Table 3: Export volume and value of Large Cardamom including crushed or Ground over last five years 

(QTY in MT and NRs in '000) 

 

SN 
Country 

of Export 

FY 2071/2072 FY 2072/2073 FY 2073/2074 FY 2074/2075 FY 2075/2076 
FY 2076/2077 

 first six month 

Qty  Value Qty  Value Qty Value Qty Value Qty Value Qty Value 

1 India 2930 3839655  3437  4613857  3428  3874531  5398  4846240  5339  4283890  3122 2509881 

2 UAE/Other  ? 155  1.00  755 1 1220 4 2915 1 309 11 8329 

  Total  3930 3839811  3438  4614612 3429 3875751 5402 4849155 5340 4284199 3133 2518210 

 

Source: TEPC and https://www.customs.gov.np/en/Foreign trade Statistic



The export and price of large cardamom is quite fluctuating every year. The above table shows 

that, of the total export, over 99 % is exported to India followed by UAE and other countries. The 

first six month in FY 2076/2077 has been encouragingly diversified the export to other destinations 

compare to previous years but the percentage of other destinations is still below 1%.  

Regarding the cost of other destinations approx. NRs 27, 0000/MT. is more comparing to the 

export to India. 

The export Volume:  

The above table and figurative flow of export over last five years and first six month of FY 

2076/2077 shows 

that the export 

quantity is quite 

fluctuating. The 

reasons expressed by 

the traders and 

exporters are as 

below; 

 India depended 

market 

 India increased 

own production 

 Regularly 

fluctuating 

market price 

 Reduction of 

production in 

some years 

  Export Value: 

Similarly the above 

table and the 

figurative flow of 

export value per unit are decreasing each year.  
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The average export value per MT in 5.5 Years is as below; (amount in NRs.000) 

FY 2071/72: 1311 

FY 2072/73: 1342  

FY 2073/74: 1130 

FY 2074/75: 916 

FY 2075/76: 987 

FY 2076/2077 First Six 

month: 804 

While the exporters 

consulted, they 

expressed the 

following is the regions 

of price fluctuation; 

 

 

 Now Nepal is 

not remain as the largest cardamom producing country in the world because India largely 

expanded their production area and production since last 3-4 years. India’s cost of 

production is cheaper compare to Nepal because the government provides subsidy grant to 

the farmers for different inputs and also provides incentives and other technical inputs. So 

the cost of Nepalese production is determined by the Indian cost of production. Because 

the market of Nepalese large cardamom is depended on Indian markets. 

 In the value chain, Nepalese traders/exporters are weaker actors in fixing export price. So, 

dependency in Indian market is another reason of price decreasing because Indian traders 

receive large cardamom from Nepalese traders/exporters in their price and export further 

to other countries with a little or no value addition. 

 The global import price of large cardamom is quite high as compared to the export price 

by Nepal however, we could not diversify the export market.  
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The destination and volume: 

The export record shows that over the several years, the export of large cardamom is depended 

with India. Over 99% is exported to India. The graphic shows the export over volume 5.5 years. 

NTIS 2016 listed large 

cardamom as one of 

the export potential 

product and aimed for 

the increase 

production and 

diversification of 

export. Based on this, 

the export is 

comparatively 

diversified in current 

FY 2076/77.  The 

diversified  market 

destinations are UAE, 

Qatar and very little in 

China but the 

percentage is still 

below 1% in the total 

export value. 

The farmers, traders and exporters expressed that the reason of limitation of diversification of 

export is as follows; 

 Insufficient government collaboration for arranging business to business relationship with 

the importers of other countries. It is expected that the Government of Nepal arrange such 

arrangments since and largest global market is Saudi Arab followed by UAE, India, 

Bangladesh, Singapore and Pakistan.  

 After India, Bangladesh in very nearer market for Nepal. But the business negotiation could 

not be done in duty free export. As expressed by the Federation of Large Cardamom 

Entrepreneurs' Association of Nepal Association of Nepal, Bangladesh import duty for 

Nepalese large cardamom in 35% while Bhutan exports large cardamom to Bangladesh in 

“0” % duty as they have FTA .  

 Nepalese exporters feel risk in credit (without payment) with the importers of other export 

potential countries (i.e., UAE) of large cardamom and managing own warehouse as sales 

outlet could not materialized in such countries 

 As such the effort on the global market penetration and business negotiation with other  

potential importing countries has  not been  effective.  
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The destination and value: 

Some of the traders reported that, the retail price of large cardamom in Qatar, UAE and other 

gulf countries is NRs 150,000 per kg while the retail price in Nepal and India is NRs 1000 to 

1500 and export price to India is NRs 804/kg.  

The transport cost 

from Birtamod to 

Delhi is NRs 

16/kg, Bangladesh 

NRs 18/kg, via 

Bangladesh to 

Pakistan 40/kg, 

Via Calcutta to 

Pakistan 40 and 

gulf countries NRs 

46-56/kg. 

Nepalese exporters 

have no access to 

this opportunity of 

high price. But 

Nepalese large 

cardamom is 

getting this 

opportunity 

through Indian 

exporters and making good profit from Nepalese product. If the Nepalese large cardamom is 

exported to such countries via Bangladesh then the sea route is cheaper to transport and time 

consumption is less compare to Calcutta and Visakhapatnam-India.   

4.2 Existing Value Chain and Supply Chain of Nepalese Large Cardamom 

4.2.1 Overall Value chain: 

The Value Chain is about the present states of any business sector which embraces the generic 

methodology of value chain promotion. Its application in different industries and business differs. 

Of particular interest is its application to business opportunities at the bottom of the pyramid. It is 

planned to produce sector-specific better result.  

 Value chain is about, 

 Addressing Value Chain as economic, institutional and Social Systems   

 Orientation towards Actions and Implementation 
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 Creates synergies by combining value chain promotion with other economic development 

approaches 

 Clearly distinguishes between the upgrading undertaken by value chain actors and the 

role of external facilitators 

 Promotes close cooperation between the public sector and private companies (public-

private partnerships)  

 uses a specific visual language that facilitates cooperation and exchange.  

The value chain of Nepalese large cardamom is presented with a sequence functions from the 

provision of specific inputs for a particular product to primary production, transformation, 

marketing, and up to the final sale of the particular product to consumers with the set of operators 

i.e. producers, processors, traders and distributors of cardamom. The cardamom business processes 

are linked by a series of business transactions in which the product is passed-on from primary 

producers to end consumers.  According to the sequence of functions and operators, value chains 

consist of a series of chain links or stages like, 

 Value chain governance:  Governance refers to the way business activities in a value 

chain are vertically coordinated. Products according to buyer specifications, captive 

relations describe a form of governance, in which small suppliers depend on a much larger 

lead company.  

 Value chain map / value chain mapping: The value chain map is a visual representation 

(chart) of the different levels of the value chain. The value chain  consists of a functional 

map combined with a map of VC actors.  

 Value Chain Actors: This term summarizes all individuals, enterprises and public 

agencies related to a value chain, in particular the VC operators, providers of operational 

services and the providers of support services. In a wider sense, certain government 

agencies at the macro level can also be seen as VC actors if they perform crucial 

functions in the cardamom business environment of the value chain in question. 

 Value chain operator: The cardamom business performing the basic functions of a value 

chain is VC operators. Typical operators include cardamom farmers, processors, small 

and medium collectors, exporters, wholesalers and retailers. They are  in common that 

they become owners of the (raw, semi-processed or finished) product at one stage in the 

VC. 

 

 Value chain promotion:  Promoting a value chain means supporting its development by 

externally facilitating a value chain upgrading strategy.   

 

 VC supporter: Support service provider Value chain supporters provide VC support 

services and represent the common interests of the VC actors.  
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Figure 3: Value Chain mapping of Nepali Large Cardamom 

 

 

 

  
 

Legend:  

(Source: Self Study for TEPC) 
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4.2.2 The VC operators/Actors:  

Input suppliers: Generally the inputs in cardamom farming are seed, saplings, technical inputs, 

finance and pesticides. Mostly the saplings and nursery management is done by farmers 

themselves and some of the farmers buy saplings from nearby farmers in a cheap price. In the case 

of disease and fungus infection, the pesticide is purchased nearby agro-vets. The technical inputs 

are provided through the agriculture knowledge center from each district.  The VC financing is 

done by the nearby banks and financial institutions. Generally large cardamom farming requires a 

little input with low cost.  

Producers and processers: The producers of large cardamom are the over 80,000 farmers of 51 

districts. The processing is quite long process. Some process like drying and cleaning including 

tail cutting is done by farmers but the farmers do not do full processing. Some of the farmers just 

do the drying and deliver to the collectors or wholesale traders and the wholesale traders or 

collectors do full processing. The farmers who do full processing they get price of full processed 

rate and if there is semi-processed then they get price accordingly.  

Marketing: For the marketing of large cardamom several level of traders are involved for 

internal marketing and export as below;  

 Collectors: The collectors are the key persons in and around farm level to the export 

outlets. In some districts the farmer’s associations and their cooperatives do collection and 

after thorough and full processings deliver to regional level collectors or wholesale traders 

or exporters at Birtamod.  

 

 Retail traders: The retailers are the key traders who receive large cardamom from the 

collectors, wholesale traders and or from the farmers and sale all over the country.  

 

 Wholesale traders: The wholesale traders are the supplier traders and market players who 

have capacity to influence internal market of large cardamom. Mostly they are located in 

major city areas of cardamom producing districts. Most of them are located close to export 

outlet –Birtamod. They are associated traders in one organizational umbrella (Federation 

of Large Cardamom Entrepreneurs' Association of Nepal Association of Nepal) at 

Birtamod. They collect the large cardamom, do final processing and deliver to the exporters 

at Birtamod. They have influencing power to GON as well for their requirements. They do 

advocacy for the benefit for the traders.  

 

 Exporters: The exporters are the major international market players of Nepalese large 

cardamom. Mostly they are located at Birtamod-Jhapa. They receive full processed large 

cardamom from the wholesale traders and other collectors as well. They get demand from 

international market, do 50 kg packing (packing size=10 kgX5 packs.=50 kg one pack). 

They do labeling, obtain certificate of origin, quality certification and fulfill necessary 

process for export to final destinations.  
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 Consumers: The consumers of large cardamom are the ordinary people of Nepal or the 

people of export destinations. People use large cardamom as spices.   

4.2.3 The VC enablers 

The VC enablers of Nepalese large cardamom are the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and 

Supplies who makes farmers and traders friendly policy and Department of Custom who 

facilitates in export process with the cost of NRs 113.00 for each consignment.  

4.2.4 The VC supporters:  

The VC supporters are the service providers of large cardamom marketing. Generally the 

following are considered as VC supporters of Nepalese large cardamom, 

 TEPC: Trade and Export Promotion Centre do identification of export market; organize 

interaction between international importers and Nepalese exporters, organization of 

business tour to the exporters for the identification of export market and advices GON for 

the formulation of producers to exporter’s friendly policies. 

 Chamber of commerce: Advocacy and lobbing with GON and other national and 

international traders for the benefit of Nepalese large cardamom traders. 

 Transporter: The transport within Nepal is done by Nepalese transporters and beyond 

Nepal border Indian Lorries are used up to export destinations in India. 

4.2.5 General Supply Chain of Nepali Large Cardamom  

Supply Chain is considered as the business process of any product which starts from production 

and ends with the end consumers. So, supply Chain Management (SCM) is most important part of 

any business because it increases competitiveness and customer satisfaction. In these days, SCM 

plays an integral part of success of business. Efficiently running supply chains allow any business 

to quickly deliver products to the end-user for a low cost. 

In the case of Nepal, marketing of large cardamom has several management steps with several 

middleman like local collectors/traders, district level collectors and traders, regional level 

collectors or traders or the exporters. In between each of them, there are retailers, wholesale traders 

as well. Generally the following figure 2 shows the normal supply chain of Nepalese large 

cardamom; 

Figure 4: Normal supply chain of Nepali Large Cardamom 
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Source: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Supply-chain-for-large-cardamom-

trade_fig15_326506616) 

 

  

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Supply-chain-for-large-cardamom-trade_fig15_326506616
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Supply-chain-for-large-cardamom-trade_fig15_326506616
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The following is the marketing mobility chart of Nepalese large cardamom 

Figure 5 : The marketing mobility of Nepalese large cardamom  
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Table 4: Internal transportation cost (Farm gate to Exporters-Birtamod-Jhapa) 

 

SN 

 

The Suppliers 

Receivers 

Local 

collectors per 

kg/NRs 

District/regional 

collectors 

Kg/NRs 

Wholesale 

Traders 

Kg/NRs 

Exporters 

Kg/NRs 

1 The farmers 

from farm gate 

5-8    

2 The local 

collectors 

 7-10   

3 District/regional 

collectors  

  12-20  

4 Wholesale 

Traders  

   4 – 8 

 

SN 

 

The Export from Birtamod to 

Indian markets 

Mode of Transport and capacity 

Transport capacity of 

10 wheeler Ft lorry 

Per ton rate 

equivalent NRs 

1 Custom clearance--- for one lorry    

2 Siliguri-India 15 ton 12,800 

3 Delhi-India 15 ton 16,000 

 

Internal logistic cost is quite high since the collectors collect in smaller volume and deliver also in 

smaller volume in several steps of transportation. So per unit cost comes 

 Per kg NRs 12 to 24 

 Per ton NRs 28,000 to 56,000 per MT.  

 Per 10 MT NRs 280,000 to 5,60,000 

If the bulk volume is transported from the nearer source 

 Per kg NRs 1.20 to 2.40  

 Per  MT NRs 1,200 to 2,400  

 Per 10 MT 12,000 to 24,000 

Below figure 4 shows the existing supply arrangement to India export   



4.2.6 Existing Supply Chain from Nepal to India  

Figure 6: Supply chain from Nepal to India 
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Table 5: Logistic cost in Export to India (for 15 ton) –One 10 wheeler lorry 

Expenditures Export to India in NRS 

Internal transport per 15 ton  17,000 

Total cost of the custom clearance of Mechinagar custom 

office Nepal and panitanki India. This includes unofficial 

charges, agent fee and custom clearance fees 

35,000 

Transportation and handling Panitanki to Silguri (42 KM) Per 

15 ton equivalent to NRs 

120,000  

 

Transportation and handling up to Delhi (1434 KM)Per 15 ton 

equivalent to NRs 

240,000 

Per MT 5% GST in India Bared by Importers 

Total cost of per 15 MT for Siliguri  172000 

Total cost of per 15 MT for Delhi 292000 

Potential  Market Value NRs for 15 MT at Delhi 1,08,00,000 

Potential  Market Value NRs for 15 MT at Silguri 1,05,00,00 

Gross margin to Nepalese exporters in 15 ton  at Silguri 1,03,28,000 

Gross margin to Nepalese exporters in 15 ton at Delhi  1,05,08,000 
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CHAPTER 5: PROPOSED MARKETING AND LOGISTIC   

5.1 Proposed new Marketing Destinations:   

Nepalese exporters of large cardamom have almost no access to beyond Indian market. So, export 

dependency on India could not much benefit to the Nepalese Large cardamom Value Chain players 

(Input suppliers, the farmers, collectors, wholesale traders and exporters). Indian importers of 

Nepalese large cardamom re-export Nepalese cardamom to global markets and enjoying lots of 

benefit.  

With the above context, the export diversification is necessary for the benefit to the VC players.  

As discussed in several sections, the lead large cardamom consuming countries are Saudi Arab, 

UAE & other gulf countries, Bangladesh and Pakistan. That is why our export diversification is 

necessary for reduction of dependency with India and ensures access to global market for good 

price  

So, this study is focused on the identification of the sector wise supply chain and analysis of cost 

effective logistic management.  

5.2 Ports and dry ports for Nepalese export facilities: 

The two ports (Calcutta and Visakhapatnam) of India are allocated for international trading for 

Nepal. At the same time, the Mangla port of Bangladesh has been allocated to Nepal as well.  

Recently Nepal Government and PR China signed a protocol under trade and transit treaty. As per 

the protocol, Chinese Government allowed Nepal the following ports for international trade; 

 Tianjin 

 Singing 

 Lyn gang and 

 Eying haying   

The protocol also ensured Lanzhou, Lhasa and Shigatse dry ports for Nepalese Trade handling and 

Rasuwagadi, Kodari and Yari border is opened for the trade between China and Nepal. On the 

basis of this, Nepal and Pakistan trade is possible via China with following route;  

 Rasuwagadi or Tatopani Nepalese Border- Kerung or Khasa Chines Boarder 

 Kerung or Gyirong to Kaskar 2207 KM Land route 35 Hours drive) 

 Kaskar  to Islamabad 1300 Km  

 Islamabad  to Karachi 1369 KM 
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5.3 Proposed Sector wise Supply Chain and cost effective Logistic  

The purpose of the supply chain is to make product available to meet customer demand and that 

includes delivery to the appropriate location, on time, in sufficient quantity with lower costs and a 

faster delivery. So it is a process of efficient integration between the producers, traders and buyers 

in order to lower the total system cost and faster the marketing.  

In the case of Nepalese Large Cardamom, a supply chain is a network between Nepalese farmers, 

different level of collectors, the wholesale traders, exporters to distribute cardamom to the final 

buyers of different export destinations. This network includes different marketing producers, 

vendors, warehouses, transportation companies, distribution centers, route, logistic cost 

information and resources. The supply chain also represents the steps it takes to get the cardamom 

from its origin to the final global buyer companies.  

With the several mapping, this report proposes the following new export destinations from Nepal; 

 Bangladesh  

 Pakistan via Calcutta 

 Pakistan via Bangladesh-Mangala Port 

 Pakistan via China route  

 Gulf countries via Calcutta 

 Gulf countries via Bangladesh- Mangala Port  



5.3.1 Proposed Supply chain from Nepal to Pakistan via India 

Figure 7: Supply Chain from Nepal to Pakistan via Calcutta 
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Table 6: Export cost comparison source to Pakistan by Road and via the port of Kolkata (for 10 and 20 MT) 

Activity 
Mode of 

transportation 
Distance Time required 

Transport 

charge for  10 

MT( for 20 Ft 

container) 

equivalent to 

NRs 

Transport 

charge for  20 

MT( for 40 Ft 

container) 

equivalent to 

NRs 

Remarks 

Transport from source to 

Mechi Custom 

Kakarvita 

Road  Various  depends on the farm 

gate or traders 

12,000 to 

24,000 

24,000 to 

48,000 

 

Custom clearance of 

Mechinagar custom and 

panitanki India including 

miscelleneous charges, 

agent fee and custom 

clearance fees.  

 

Custom yard  1 day 35,000 49,000 40% of 

above 40 FT 

container 

compare to 

the cost of 20 

FT container 

the cost of  

Two way transportation 

cost (referral container 

and loaded container) 

from Calcutta to 

Kakadbhotta & 

Kakadbhitta to Calcutta  

 

Road 623 KM *2 2 days 75,000 1,05,000 40% of 

above 40 FT 

container 

compare to 

the cost of 20 

FT container 

the cost of  

The cost of Shipping 

clearance at Calcutta 

which is known as THC 

(Terminal Handling 

Charge) 

THC  7 to 9 days clearing 

and on-board 

40,000 80,000  

Ocean Charge  Sea   7 to 9 days either 

Colombo or 

1,03,500 (900 

USD) 

2,07,000 (1800 

USD 
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Singapore  and 10 to 

12 days to Karainchi 

–Pakistan  

 Total cost   2,53,000 477000  

 

5.3.2Proposed Supply chain from Nepal to Pakistan via Bangladesh 

Figure 8: Supply Chain from Nepal to Pakistan via Bangladesh 
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Table 7: Export cost comparison source to Pakistan by Road and via the port of Bangladesh (for 10 and 20 MT) 

Activity 
Mode of 

transportation 
Distance Time required 

Transport 

charge for  10 

MT 

equivalent to 

NRs 

Transport 

charge for  20 

MT 

equivalent to 

NRs 

Remarks 

Transport from source to Mechi 

Custom Kakarvita 

Road  Various  depends on the farm 

gate or traders 

12,000 to 

24,000 

24,000 to 

48,000 

Within Nepal 

Custom clearance of Mechinagar 

custom and panitanki India 

including miscellaneous charges, 

agent fee and custom clearance 

fees.  

 

Custom yard  1 day 35,000 49,000 10 wheeler 

Indian lorries  

Transportation cost from 

Kakadbhotta Fulbari-Bangladesh   

 

Road 55 KM 1 days 12000 17,000 40% of 

above in 15 

ton compare 

to the cost of 

10 ton  

Transportation cost from  Fulbari-

Bangladesh  to Mangala Port 

Khulana  

 

Road 713 KM 3 days (includes 

custom clearance) 

90,000 1,26,000 Bangaladeshi 

Transporter  

The cost of Shipping clearance at 

Mangala Port which is known as 

THC (Terminal Handling Charge) 

THC  7 to 9 days on-board 40,000 80,000  

Ocean Charge  Sea   7 to 9 days either 

Colombo or Singapore  

1,03,500 (900 

USD) 

2,07,000 (1800 

USD 
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and 10 to 12 days to 

Karainchi –Pakistan  

 Total average 

cost 

 28 to 34 days 292,000 to 

304,000 

503,000 to 

527,000 

 

5.3.3 Proposed Supply chain from Nepal Gulf Countries via Calcutta 

Figure 9: Supply Chain from Nepal to Pakistan via China 
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Table 8: Export cost comparison source to Pakistan by Road via China for 8 MT in Chinese Lorries 

Activity 
Mode of 

transportation 
Distance Time required 

Transport 

charge for  10 

MT( for 20 Ft 

container) 

equivalent to 

NRs 

Remarks 

Transport from source or 

Birtamod to Rasuwagadi 

or KHasa  

Road  Various  depends on the farm 

gate or traders (up to 

3 days) 

 1,20,000 Nepalese transporter 

Custom clearance of 

Rasuwadi, or Khasa or 

Chines customs 

including miscellaneous 

charges, agent fee and 

custom clearance fees.  

Custom yard 0 1 day 35,000 Nepalese transporter 

Transportation by 

Chines containers from 

Kerung or Gyirong to 

Kaskar 

Road 2207 KM 6 days 99,315 (5517.5 

RMB) 

Per Km  2.50 RMB /kg 

1 RMB=NRs 18. 

Kaskar to Karamkurum -

Islamabad  

Road  1300 Km 4 days 58,500 (3250 

RMB) 

Per Km  2.50 RMB /kg 

1 RMB=NRs 18. 

Islambad to via  Indu’s 

Ultha haiway -Karanchi 

Road 1369 Km 5 days 1,60,000 Pakistani Lorries 

   Up to 19 days 4,62,565  
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5.3.4 Proposed Supply chain from Nepal to Bangladesh 

Figure 10: Supply Chain from Nepal to Bangladesh 
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Table 9 Export cost from source to Bangladesh by Road (for 15) 

Activity 
Mode of 

transportation 
Distance Time required 

Transport 

charge for  15 

equivalent to 

NRs 

Remarks 

Transport from source to 

Mechi Custom 

Kakarvita 

Road  Various  depends on the farm 

gate or traders up to 

3 days  

24,000  

Custom clearance of 

Mechinagar custom and 

panitanki India including 

miscelleneous charges, 

agent fee and custom 

clearance fees.  

 

Custom yard  1 day 35,000  

Transportation cost from 

Kakarvitta to Fulbari-

Bangladesh   

 

Road 55 KM 1 days 12000 Indian 10 

wheeler 

Lorries  

The cost of custom 

handling and transfer of 

goods to Bangaladeshi 

lorries at Fulbari  

Custom yard  1 day 40,000  

Transportation to Market 

Dhaka  

Road 468 KM 2 day 50,000 Bangaladeshi 

Lorries  

 Total  8  1,61,000  
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5.3.4 Proposed Supply chain from Nepal Gulf Countries via Bangladesh 

Figure 11: Supply Chain from Nepal to Gulf countries via Bangladesh 
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Table 10: Export cost comparison source to Pakistan by Road and via the port of Bangladesh (for 10 and 20 MT) 

Activity 
Mode of 

transportation 
Distance Time required 

Transport 

charge for  10 

MT equivalent 

to NRs 

Transport 

charge for  20 

MT equivalent 

to NRs 

Remarks 

Transport from source to Mechi 

Custom Kakarvita 

Road  Various  depends on the farm 

gate or traders up to 

3 daus 

12,000 to 

24,000 

24,000 to 

48,000 

Internal 

transport 

Custom clearance of Mechinagar 

custom and panitanki India including 

miscelleneous charges, agent fee and 

custom clearance fees.  

 

Custom yard  1 day 35,000 49,000  

Transportation cost from Kakarvitta 

to Fulbari-Bangladesh   

 

Road 55 KM 1 days 12000 17,000 Indian 

Lorries 

Transportation cost from  Fulbari-

Bangladesh  to Mangala Port 

Khulana  

 

Road 713 KM 3 days (includes 

custom clearance) 

90,000 1,26,000 Bangaladeshi 

Transporter  

The cost of Shipping clearance at 

Calcutta which is known as THC 

(Terminal Handling Charge) 

THC  7 to 9 days on-board 40,000 80,000  

Ocean Charge  Sea   7 to 9 days either 

Colombo or 

Singapore  and 12 to 

14 days to Gulf 

Countries 

1,38,000 (1200 

USD) 

2,76,000 (2400 

USD 

 

 Total  34 to 40 days 3,27,000 to 

3,39,000 

572000 to 

596000 
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5.3.5 Proposed Supply chain from Nepal Gulf Countries via Calcutta 

Figure 12: Supply Chain from Nepal to Gulf countries via Calcutta 
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Table 11: Export cost comparison source to Gulf Countries by Road and via the port of Calcutta (for 10 and 20 MT) 

Activity 
Mode of 

transportation 
Distance Time required 

Transport 

charge for  10 

MT( for 20 Ft 

container) 

equivalent to 

NRs 

Transport 

charge for  20 

MT( for 40 Ft 

container) 

equivalent to 

NRs 

Remarks 

Transport from source to Mechi 

Custom Kakarvita 

Road  Various  depends on the farm 

gate or traders 

12,000 to 

24,000 

24,000 to 

48,000 

 

Custom clearance of Mechinagar 

custom and panitanki India including 

miscelleneous charges, agent fee and 

custom clearance fees.  

Custom yard  1 day 35,000 49,000 40% of above 

40 FT container 

compare to the 

cost of 20 FT 

container the 

cost of  

Two way transportation cost (referral 

container and loaded container) from 

Calcutta to Kakadbhotta & 

Kakadbhitta to Calcutta  

 

Road 623 KM *2 2 days 75,000 1,05,000 40% of above 

40 FT container 

compare to the 

cost of 20 FT 

container the 

cost of  

The cost of Shipping clearance at 

Calcutta which is known as THC 

(Terminal Handling Charge) 

THC  7 to 9 days on-board 40,000 80,000  

Ocean Charge  Sea   7 to 9 days either 

Colombo or 

Singapore  and 10 to 

12 days to Gulf 

countries  

1,38,000 

(1200 USD) 

2,76,000 

(2400 USD 
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5.4The summary of cost in export destinations 

Table 12: Cost summary in export to India  

N

o 
Activity Distance Mode of transport 

Capacity of 

transport in 

MT 

Time 

duration 

India Export cost in 

NRS 

Delhi 

Cost  

Siliguri 

Cost 

1 Internal transport    Local transport  10 to 15  0 17000 17000 

2 Total cost of the custom clearance 

including unofficial charges, agent fee 

and custom clearance fees 

Custom yard    15 1 day 35000 35000 

 3 Transportation cost from Kakarvitta 

to Fulbari-Bangladesh  

55 KM 10 wheeler Indian 

Lorries  

15 1 0 0 

 4 The cost of custom handling and 

transfer of goods to Bangaladeshi 

lorries at Fulbari 

Custom yard    15 1 0 0 

 5 Transportation to Market Dhaka  468 KM Road 10 wheeler 

Lories  

15 2 0 0 

6 Transportation and handling Panitanki 

to Silguri Per 15 ton equivalent to NRs 

42 km 10 wheeler Lorries 15 1 day 120000 0 

7 Transportation and handling up to 

Delhi Per 15 ton equivalent to NRs 

1434 Km 10 wheeler Lorries 15 2 days 0 240000 

8 Two way transportation cost (referral 

container and loaded container) from 

Calcutta to Kakadbhotta & 

Kakadbhitta to Calcutta  

623 KM 20 and 40 FT 

Containeer by road 

20 Ft 10 ton 

and 40 ft 20 

ton  

2 days 0 0 

 9 Total of export destinations         172000 292000 
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Table 13:  Cost in Export to Bangladesh  

S. No Activity Distance 
Mode of 

transport 

Capacity of 

transport in 

MT 

Time duration Bangladesh 

1 Internal transport    
Local 

transport 
10 to 15  up to 3 days 24,000 

2 

Total cost of the custom 

clearance including 

unofficial charges, agent 

fee and custom clearance 

fees 

Custom yard    15 1 day 35000 

3 

Transportation cost from 

Kakarvitta to Fulbari-

Bangladesh  

55 KM 

10 wheeler 

Indian 

Lorries  

15 1 12000 

4 

The cost of custom 

handling and transfer of 

goods to Bangaladeshi 

lorries at Fulbari 

Custom yard    15 1 40000 

5 
Transportation to Market 

Dhaka  
468 KM 

Road 10 

wheeler 

Lories  

15 2 50000 

 
Total of export 

destinations 
        161,000 



Table 14: Cost summary in export to Pakistan through different route  

SN Activity Distance 
Mode of 

transport 

Capacity 

of 

transport 

in MT 

Time duration 

Pakistan via 

Calcutta 

Pakistan via 

Bangladesh 

Pakistan 

via 

China 

20 Ft 

Cont 

40 Ft 

cont 

20 Ft 

Cont 

40 Ft 

cont 

8 MT 

lot 

1 Internal transport    Local 

transport 

10 to 15  3 12,000 

to 

24,000 

24,000 

to 

48,000 

12,000 

to 

24,000 

24,000 

to 

48,000 

120000 

2 Total cost of the custom clearance 

including unofficial charges, agent 

fee and custom clearance fees 

Custom 

yard  

  15 1 day 35,000 258,000 35,000 49,000 35000 

3 Transportation cost from Kakarvitta 

to Fulbari-Bangladesh  

55 KM 10 wheeler 

Indian 

Lorries  

15 1 0 0 12000 17000 0 

4 The cost of custom handling and 

transfer of goods to Bangladeshi 

lorries at Fulbari 

Custom 

yard  

  15 1 0 0 0 0 0 

5 Transportation to Market Dhaka  468 KM Road 10 

wheeler 

Lories  

15 2 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Transportation and handling 

Panitanki to Silguri Per 15 ton 

equivalent to NRs 

42 km 10 wheeler 

Lorries 

15 1 day 0 0 0 0 0 

7 Transportation and handling up to 

Delhi Per 15 ton equivalent to NRs 

1434 

Km 

10 wheeler 

Lorries 

15 2 days 0 0 0 0 0 
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8 Two way transportation cost 

(referral container and loaded 

container) from Calcutta to 

Kakadbhotta & Kakadbhitta to 

Calcutta  

623 KM 20 and 40 FT 

Containeer 

by road 

20 Ft 10 

ton and 40 

ft 20 ton  

2 days 75000 105000 0 0 0 

9 The cost of Shipping clearance at 

Calcutta which is known as THC 

(Terminal Handling Charge) 

  20 and 40 FT 

Containeer  

20 Ft 10 

ton and 40 

ft 20 ton  

7 to 9 days 

clearing and on-

board 

40000 80000 40000 80000 0 

10 Ocean Charge        7 to 9 days either 

Colombo or 

Singapore  and 

10 to 12 days  

1,03,500  2,07,000  103500 207000 0 

11 Transportation cost from  Fulbari-

Bangladesh  to Mangala Port 

Khulana  

713 KM Road 10 

wheeler 

Lories  

10 and 20 

MT 

3 days (includes 

custom 

clearance) 

0 0 90000 126000 0 

12 Transportation by Chines containers 

from Kerung or Gyirong to Kaskar 

2207 

KM 

Chines  

Lorries 

8 MT 6 days 0 0 0 0 99315 

12 Kaskar to Karamkurum -Islamabad  1300 

KM 

Chines  

Lorries 

8 MT 4 days 0 0 0 0 58500 

13 Islambad to via  Indu’s Ultha 

highway –Karanchi 

1369 

KM 

Chines  

Lorries 

8 5 days 0 0 0 0 160000 

  Total of export destinations         162000 

to 

174000 

258000 

to 

282000 

292500 

to 

304500 

503,000 

to 

527000 

472815 
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Table15: Cost summary in export to Gulf countries  

S. 

No 
Activity Distance 

Mode of 

transport 

Capacity 

of 

transport 

in MT 

Time duration 

Gulf via Calcutta Gulf via 

Bangladesh 

20 Ft 

Cont 

40 Ft 

cont 

20 Ft 

Cont 

40 Ft 

cont 

        

1 Internal transport    Local 

transport 

10 to 15  up to 3 days 12000 to 

24000 

24000 to 

48000 

12000 to 

24000 

24000 to 

48000 

2 Total cost of the custom clearance 

including unofficial charges, 

agent fee and custom clearance 

fees 

Custom 

yard  

  15 1 day 35000 49000 35000   

3 Transportation cost from 

Kakarvitta to Fulbari-Bangladesh  

55 KM 10 

wheeler 

Indian 

Lorries  

15 1 0 0 12000 17000 

4 The cost of custom handling and 

transfer of goods to Bangaladeshi 

lorries at Fulbari 

Custom 

yard  

  15 1 0 0 90000 126000 
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5 Two way transportation cost 

(referral container and loaded 

container) from Calcutta to 

Kakadbhotta & Kakadbhitta to 

Calcutta  

623 KM 20 and 40 

FT 

Container 

by road 

20 Ft 10 

ton and 

40 ft 20 

ton  

2 days 75000 105000 0 0 

6 The cost of Shipping clearance at 

Calcutta which is known as THC 

(Terminal Handling Charge) 

  20 and 40 

FT 

Container  

20 Ft 10 

ton and 

40 ft 20 

ton  

7 to 9 days clearing and on-

board 

40000 80000 40000 80000 

7 Ocean Charge        7 to 9 days either Colombo 

or Singapore  and 10 to 12 

days 

138000 276000 138000 276000 

8 Total of export destinations        300000 

to 

312000 

534000 

to 

558000  

327000 

to 

339000 

572000 

to 

596000 

 

  



Note: Option of air Cargo for the smaller volume: 

1.  Source to Kathmandu transport first in the truck NRs 12,000 to 24,000 depending to the 

distance. 

2. Kathmandu to Karachi per kg. NRs 60 (for 8 ton: NRs 4, 80,000 + local transport and for 

10 ton NRs 6,00,000+local transport. 

3. Kathmandu to Gulf par kg NRs 75-120  

4. Handling and Custom clearance charge per sack (50 kg) NRs 50  

5. Volume weight or actual weight- whichever is higher will be applicable. 

6. Risk of decompose and fungus will be minimize through air flight. 

5.4 Business obligations 

The exporters need to manage the following obligations which was not at the scope of this study, 

 Fumigation of containers  

 Look at the every mandatory requirements of the export destination 

 Standard certification 

 Quality certification 

 Size of cargo etc. 

 Need to focus on storage of the product 

 Weather the store house is ventilated or not 

 Weather there is chances of decay the product or not 

 Should look at the perspective of Inventory Management as well. 
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CHAPTER 6: GENERAL FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATION  

6.1 General Findings 

6.1.1 Potential new export destinations and their cost effective logistic  

The following new Export potential destinations are found to reduce the dependency with Indian 

importers 

Table 16: Export cost and duration in different routs 

S.  

No.  

Export  

destinations 
Route Time duration 

Logistic cost equivalent to 

NRs 

1 Bangladesh Kakarvitts-Fulbari-Dhaka Land 

route 

 Max 8 days 161,000 

2 Pakistan Kakarvitta-Calcutta-Karachi –

Land and sea route 

up to 36 days Max NRs 174,000 in 20 Ft  

NRs 282000 in 40 Ft 

container  

3 Pakistan Kakarvitta-Fulbari-Mangala 

Port Khulna, Bangladesh –Land 

and sea route 

up to 45 days  Max NRs 305,000 in 20 Ft 

and NRs 5,27 000 in 40 Ft 

container  

4 Pakistan Rasuwagadi/Tatopani-Kerung 

or Gyirong-Kaskar-Islamabad-

Karachi –Land route 

up to 19 days  estimated up to NRs 4,73,000 

5 Gulf Countries Kakarvitta-Calcutta-Gulf 

countries-Land and sea route 

Up to 36 days Max NRs 312,000 in 20 Ft 

and NRs 558000 in 40 Ft 

container 

6 Gulf countries  Kakarvitta-Fulbari-Mangala 

Port of Bangladesh-Gulf 

countries- Land and sea route  

up to 38 days Max NRs 339000 in 20 Ft and 

596,000 in 40 Ft container  

 

6.1.2 Export Process 

Export procedure  

The export of large cardamom from Nepal to other countries is governed by several laws and 

regulations which need to be followed by the exporters. The following nine steps of export 

procedures are required for the export of Nepalese large cardamom, 

Step 1: Registration of Export Company 

Step 2: Registration at Inland Revenue Office: 

Step 3: VAT registration:  

Step 4: Opening of Current Bank account.  
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These above 4 steps are the mandatory legal process for all types of goods exporters from 

Nepal. 

Step 5: Establishment of Contract:  

After fulfillment of legal procedure, the exporters start negotiation with buyers either with the 

support or without support of TEPC and FNCCI. After successful negotiations, the importers send 

a purchase order which details of required quantity, price, terms of payment, packaging, mode of 

delivery and scheduled date of the shipment. Once an agreement between exporter and buyer is 

reached, an export contract can be signed between both parties. 

Step 6: Pro-forma invoice:  

The other very important process for the export of Nepalese Large Cardamom, Pro-forma invoice 

is essential document for exporter, importers and custom as well. So, a Pro-forma invoice is 

indicating the price (specifying FOB, C&F, and CIF etc.) and other details allows the buyer to 

open a Letter of Credit (L/C) in favor of the exporter with the payment guarantee.  

The current foreign exchange rules and regulations, the exports are permitted only against advance 

payment or Letter of credit (L/C) to ensure that the payment for the exported large cardamom is 

received in Nepal. Therefore, at the time of export, the exporter, in the foreign exchange control 

form (BBN 1) of Nepal Rastra Bank, is required to declare that the export earnings will be 

repatriated to Nepal within six months in the case of a transaction under a L/C.  

The bank issues a certificate of advance payment to the exporter, which needs to be produced at 

the customs at the time of export.  

Step 7: Documentation and Custom Clearance: The exporter has to prepare the following 

documents for custom clearance:   

 Copy of firm/company registration certificate 

 Registration Certificate from Inland Revenue Office (IRO)  

 VST Registration Certificate  

 Registration Certificate from Permanent Account Number(PAN) 

 Certificate of Origin (CO) Generalized System of Preferences Form A (GSP) 

 Nepal Customs Declaration  

 Authority of Customs Agent 

 Commercial Invoice 

 Packaging list  

 Foreign exchange declaration form No.1 of NRB (optional)  

 L/C or certificate of advance payment 

 Bill of lading  

 Quarantine certificates 
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 Customs Transit Declaration (CTD)  

 Export license and EXIM code 

The CO can be obtained from the Federation of Nepalese Chambers of Commerce and Industry 

(FNCCI). The GSP Form A needs to be filled out by the exporter. The form has to be stamped and 

certified by the Nepalese Customs at the time of export provided the product is eligible for the 

tariff preference under the GSP scheme of the destined preference giving country.  

Step 8: Shipment of Large Cardamom:  

When large cardamom is consigned through Sea Cargo, it is transported through transit routes to 

the ports in India or Bangladesh. Procedures of transit agreements are observed for smooth and 

unhindered transportation of the consignment for export. Large cardamom is normally transported 

by 10 wheeler Indian/Bangladeshi trucks up to the dispatch ports. On arrival at the dispatch ports, 

dock customs undertakes clearances before shipment. Shipping agent books cargo space and 

arranges shipment. After loading of the cargo aboard a vessel (ship), a Bill of Loading is issued. 

Step 9: Payment:  

The buyer needs all the export documents from the exporter for clearance and delivery at the entry 

point of the importing country. These export documents are also the evidence from the exporter 

that products had been shipped to buyer legally. If shipment is in L/C terms, the bank credits the 

account of exporter with the amount of export earnings after L/C negotiation between exporter and 

the bank. Advance Payment terms require dispatch of documents to the buyer directly. 

Based on the current mobility the transportation cost is different based on the farm location and 

distance from Birtamod-Jhapa because Birtamod is the only the export outlet of large cardamom 

in Nepal. Currently custom outlet is Mechi Custom –Kakarbhitta and export destination is 99% 

Delhi and Siliguri-India.  

So the tentative transportation cost is calculated as internal transportation and transportation up to 

different export destinations. 

6.1.3 Current Export arrangement:  

Export arrangement is basically divided into two parts 

Part I: Internal collection and final processing: As discussed above, the whole export quantity 

is cumulated in Birtamod-Jhapa through different VC actors like, 

Farmers from 51 districts:  

 Harvest 

 Do semi processing  

 Deliver to local collectors. 
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Local collectors/traders:  

 Collect 

 Sell to local up to 5% 

 Do further processing of 95% 

 Deliver to district or regional or wholesale traders.  

The District or Regional Collectors/traders: 

 Collect from the local collectors and farmers 

 Deliver to the wholesale traders 

The wholesale traders: 

 Collect from district/regional collectors/traders 

 Do final processing and grading 

 Deliver to the exporters making ready to export 

 Do policy influence with GON as well 

Part II: Export to different destinations:  

The key role players in this part are the exporters. They do; 

 Identification of buyers 

 Trade negotiation 

 Complete 9 step export process as discussed above. 

Part III: Minimum logistic time required for the completion of export from Birtamod to, 

 Delhi: 6 days 

 Packaging, labeling and obtaining CO  2 days 

 Loading and necessary documentation and custom clearance with necessary 

documents 1 day  

 Transport up to Delhi in 10 wheeler lorry  3 days 

 Siliguri: 4 days 

 Packaging, labeling and obtaining CO  2 days 

 Loading and necessary documentation and custom clearance with necessary 

documents 1 day  

 Transport up to Silguri in 10 wheeler lorry  1 day 

 

6.1.4 The other issues that came during study: 
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VC Financing 

As discussed above, the VC actors in the large cardamom trade are the input and technical 

support providers, farmers, local collectors/traders, wholesale traders of different locations and 

exporters. So farming to export there are several steps. Each step requires finance.  

The farmers: Basically the large cardamom farmers require finance for the; 

 Input management,  

 Nursery or seed sapling management 

 Labour cost for plantation 

 2 - 3 years for waiting for the harvest 

 Harvesting and processing 

 Storage of large cardamom for the price bargaining and selling 

There is financing practice by nearby banks, cooperatives and finances from input management to 

harvesting/processing but without providing any reasonable grace period. Very few farmers have 

access to soft loan. But there is no any financing mechanism for the storage of the large cardamom 

to the farmers unless they get good price. Because of this, the farmers are being as weak actors in 

term of price bargaining in the VC of large cardamom and sale their products immediately after 

the semi-processed to fulfill their immediate cash need. 

The collectors/traders: The other VC actors in large cardamom business are the local, district and 

regional collectors/traders. They need finance for, 

 Payment for the farmers 

 Processing cost 

 Storage and handling for a long time 

 Transportation  

While the traders/collectors consulted they have chance to get finance from nearby banks but they 

have no access to soft loan. 

The wholesale traders: They are the curtail actors in large cardamom value chain. They collect 

bulk of the large cardamom, do final processing and deliver to the exporters. So they need huge 

amount of money for the payment to the collectors, processing cost, storage & handling and 

transportation up to exporters. They have also access to normal loan from banks. But waiting for 

the soft loan 

The exporters: The exporters located at Birtamod also need big amount of loan for the payment 

to the wholesale traders, packaging, labeling, certification, fulfill export process and long duration 

of inventory since they have to wait vessel at Calcutta for a long time the vessel takes up to 2 
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month to reach the final export destination. While do sea transport the 20 ft. container carries 10 

MT and 40 ft. container carriers 20 MT of large cardamom. For the 20 ft. container the exporters 

need at least NRs 10 Million for 3 month to complete one consignment and for the 40 ft. container 

they need NRs 20 Million. They have also access to normal loan from the banks which costs high 

and difficulty to face global market competition. They are also expecting the provision of soft loan 

if any. 

6.1.6 Export Issues 

As discussed with the Federation of Large Cardamom Entrepreneurs' Association of Nepal, 

exporters, presentation by different people in interaction workshop at Birtamod the following 

export issues are being faced in large cardamom export, 

Table 17: Export issues and their consequences 

S.  

No. 
Export issues Their consequences 

1 Dependency on Indian Traders India increased its production and covering global market. Indian 

traders receive Nepalese large cardamom with reduced price and 

export to global market  

Access to global market of Nepalese large cardamom with the 

identity of Nepalese product is virtually blocked 

Frequently decreasing price of large cardamom in Nepal 

The Nepalese traders and farmers could not be benefitted at the level 

of its possibility  

2 Dependency on India for Quarantine   In the absence of a laboratory in Nepal accredited by NABL, the 

consignment will be cleared only after a sample is tested and 

certified by the NABL-accredited laboratory in Kolkata. Sometimes 

it takes up to 15 days 

3 Business relation could not be 

established with lead importing 

countries like Saudi Arab, UAE, 

Qatar, Bangladesh and Pakistan 

Increased dependency with Indian traders 

The Nepalese traders and farmers could not be benefitted at the level 

of its possibility 

The exporters are not benefitting from cash incentives of 5% on its 

exports to third countries As the Nepalese exporters have no much 

access to global market  

4 Nepal face 25% MFN import duty 

and 5% SAFTA preferential duty  in 

Bangladesh while Bhutan has facility 

of “0”% duty under their FTA, 

Nepalese exporters cannot compete in Bangladesh Market 

Stopped the access to Nepalese exporters in Bangladesh 

5 No any effort on the establish 

processing plant of large cardamom 

to extract its medical value 

Indian products are dominating Nepalese products. So more value 

can be added through processing but it has not happened 

Because of this  there is still risk in price reduction in India and 

possibility of decreasing of production and trade in future 

6 5% GST in Indian custom Increase price and decrease profit of Nepalese products in India 

Because of this the farmers get low price  
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7 No in-depth research on increase 

productivity of global market 

preferred species  

The productivity of Nepalese large cardamom is less compared to 

Bhutan and Sikkim. Absence of in-depth research to increase 

productivity, Nepalese farmers could not be much benefited. 

The farmers are unknown what species of large cardamom is 

demanded in global market 

8 No price bargaining capacity of 

Nepalese exporters with Indian 

traders 

Nepalese exporters are over dominated with Indian importers. 

Nepalese exporters are compelled to reduce price. 

Because of this the Nepalese farmers get less price.  

9 Costly air cargo up to NRs 100/kg Air lifting to global market is costly and difficult to stand in global 

competition  

10 Long time consuming for third 

country transport from Calcutta port 

Longer time costs more to the exporters and delay in delivery delays 

the payment. Because of this the exporters need to pay more interest 

for the bank loan. 

11  Non-tariff barriers  Not establish marketing linkage and trade negotiation with major 

export potential countries. 

Creating huddles on the route and unnecessarily increasing 

transportation and transaction cost up to export destinations 

No initiation of processing and extracting medial value 

Long time waiting for getting empty vessel, no facility of the 

movement of Nepalese Lorries in India, long time consuming in 

quarantine certification, less priority to export goods in containers at 

Calcutta. 

12 Lack of trust in payment in credit 

while exported in Pakistan and Gulf 

countries  

No trust credit payment systems between Nepalese exporters and 

importers of Pakistan and other gulf countries. Because of this the 

export diversification is limited.  

13 Long supply  chain with various 

actors (VC players) 

Increasing cost from Farm gate to the exporters 

Different price offered to the farmers by different collectors  

 

6.1.7 Current GON support in Export 

Government of Nepal has limited support for the export of large cardamom. Up to now the 

traders and exporters realized that GON support for the export is “0” export tax and only NRs 

113 for processing fee per consignment.  

6.2 General Recommendation & Possible Remedies 

Based on the discussion with several stakeholders, VC actors and self study, the study made 

following recommendations in two areas; 

 

Logistic Related  
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Recommendation 1: Find out Market demand & Open the scope of export diversification:  

Indian importers import Nepalese Large cardamom and most of the volume further export to most 

consuming countries. In his way they are making good benefit where every year Nepalese 

exporters are losing their benefit because of the dependency with Indian importers. The chain 

effect goes back up to the producers as well. So the following is to be done for the improvement 

of export logistic, 

1.1 Market survey at Bangladesh: As per SAFTA 5% is preferential duty rate. But Bangladesh 

charges 35% CD in Nepalese large cardamom. So, conduct market demand survey in 

Bangladesh so that Nepal may take the market if the market requires a lot of volume being the 

populated country of over 160 Million. This destination is very near from Nepal where 

Nepalese large cardamom can be exported with 4 days in a cheap logistic cost NRs 161,000 

only for 15 MT.  

1.2 Market survey at Pakistan: Pakistan is also a large cardamom importing country. But 

Nepalese exporters have no easy access to market. So the level of market demand, actual local 

price and mandatory export/import requirement of the country is still unknown. But Indian 

exporters’ re-export Nepalese large cardamom to Pakistan even is smaller volume. So a further 

studied to be done. 

1.3  Market survey at Gulf Countries: Although the scope of the study was limited to SAARC 

countries. But we additional analyze the requirement of Gulf countries. So it is also 

recommended to make a study of market demand, actual price and mandatory export/import 

requirement need to be studied in Gulf countries especially Saudi Arab, UAE, Qatar etc.   

Recommendation 2: Warehouse management in Gulf countries and Pakistan:  

Third country export takes long duration (up to 45days) from Calcutta/Bangladesh to Pakistan and 

other Gulf countries. Because of the limited one time demand the full capacity of transportation in 

20 ft. containers 10 ton and 40 ft. container 20 ton can’t be transported at third countries. So in 

such cases, TEPC and GON- Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Supplies should lead for the 

establishment of Nepalese warehouse for large cardamom so that the bulk export can be release 

gradually released in markets of Pakistan and other gulf countries. 

Recommendation 3: Test the Chinese route with one consignment:  

The Chinese route seems to be feasible in a competitive price through land route transport from 

Kerung or Gyirong to Karanchi (4876 KM within China and Pakistan). The rate of transport is 

expected 2.5 RMB (NRs 45) per kg/ per Km. The total time duration is 19 days with 8 MT load 

and tentative cost for 8 MT is estimated equivalent to NRs: 473,000 (per Kg 59) It is also estimated 

that the per kg air cargo up to Karachi is NRs 60. But air cargo is anly for the smaller volume 

transport. So physical testing with one trip is necessary to finalize the exact logistic cost.  

Recommendation 4: Other Additional issue that came during the study : 

During the study, the other sectors were expressed by the VC actors. So, beyond the TOR, the 

following issues based recommendations also made; 
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Issue 1: The farm gate price is determined by the local collectors rather than the farmer’s 

groups or their cooperatives 

Recommendation 1 Support for farmer based collection centers: GON-Ministry of Agriculture 

& Livestock Development need to facilitation support for the establishment of farmer’s group or 

their cooperative based collection centers and linking them with the wholesale traders and 

exporters to shorten the marketing/supply chain of large cardamom and ensure for the cost 

effective supply chain.   

Issues 2: VC financing not encouraging to the farmers, wholesale traders and exporters 

Recommendation 2 Soft Loan for the Farmers: Remote farmers are lacking soft loan for the 

production and storage their products because the banks deny going remote locations. So, as an 

opportunity to establish the contract farming and storage system unless there is good price, Nepal 

Rastra Bank with the collaboration of Ministry of agriculture & Livestock Development should 

make provision for effective soft loan on the basis of collator to the farmers through the wholesale 

traders so that the farmers have facility to pay the loan in kind when they handover the product to 

the wholesale traders. Similarly strong monitoring through local governments is to be ensure 

Issue 3: GST (5%) and NTBs in India 

Recommendation 3: GST Issue in India: 5% GST in Indian custom is not as per the actual price. 

The Indian custom valuation is a minimum IRs 500 for per kg of large cardamom whereas the 

exporters export in IRS 450/kg. But they need to prepare the bill of IRS 500/kg. Because of this, 

the exporters are facing payment hurdles and auditing issues. At the same time the minimum 

valuation of Nepalese and Indian product is different (IRs 300/kg Indian LC). So, GON- ministry 

of Industry, Commerce and Supply should do negotiation with Indian government for either 

removable of 5% GST like ginger or make GST as per actual price and adopt similar valuation 

with Indian products 

Issue 4: Farmers based collection centers hurdling logistic arrangement 

Recommendation 4: Equip Farmer group or cooperative led collection centers with 

transport vehicle: The collection centers owned by the farmer’s cooperatives are not equipped 

with transport vehicles. So, GON-Ministry of Land Reform and Cooperative & ministries in the 

Federal Government need to make provision of at least 40% grant support for buying transport 

vans to the farmer’s cooperatives that are collecting large cardamom from their farmers groups to 

ensure cost effective transportation. 

Issue 5: Quarantine depended on India and lacking of in-depth research on increase of 

productivity of highly demanded species of Large Cardamom. 
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Recommendation 5: Dependency on India Quarantine: Nepalese exporters are depended on 

India Quarantine which takes long time (over 2 weeks) to get Lab result. So, Ministry of Industry, 

Commerce and Supply should take initiation for own Lab for the quality certification and do 

negotiation with the exporting countries for the reliability of Nepalese quality certificate.  

Recommendation 6: In-depth research on increasing productivity of market preferred 

species: Large cardamom has several verities. There are few verities which are highly demanded 

in global market. So, Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development should initiate in depth 

research to find out the globally demanded verities and increase support for the increment of 

productivity of them. 
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6.2 Annexes: 

Annex 1: Questionnaires1: for large cardamom Farmer 

Name of Farmer or farmer group/representative: 

Location: (R) Municipality:     Ward No:   Place: 

District:        Date of discussion:  

A. Processing of Large Cardamom:  

A.1 Do you process your all cardamom products?  Yes all   yes partially  

  

Not at all  

 

A.2 If not at all why you don’t do?  

 

 

A.2.1 If not at all than who does the processing?  

 

 

A.3 If yes all what are the process steps?  

 

 Crushing and Segregation  

  Drying including technology  

 Traditional Fire Bhatti 

 Improved dryers with fuel pipe curing house 

 Solar dryer 

 Electric dryer 

 Low cost modern dryers with wood combustor 

 Grading  

 Tails cutting 

B. Marketing:  How do you market your products? 

B.1 Local Collectors/traders come to collect to farm 

B.2 Direct sale from farm gate 

B.3 Approach to district level collectors/traders 

B.4 Delivery to exporters directly  

B.5 Directly export  

You have any suggestion in regards of processing and marketing?--- 

C. Production cost, productivity and margin Analysis in one Ha. 



 

  

Items 

 
Explanation 

Direct Production cost 

of cardamom in Rs. 

1.Production steps    

Land Preparation   

Nursery Management   

Propagating   

Plantation   

Inter culturing   

Disease control   

Harvesting  Labour   

Total production cost  NRs:  

Total Volume production 

before processing (in 

Kg) 

 ------KG 

2.Processing steps  Processing cost of Large 

cardamom in NRs 

Processing steps 1 Curing and Segregation   

Processing steps 2 Drying   

Processing steps 3 Grading/ Quality determination  

Processing steps 4 Tail cutting  

Total Processing cost   NRs: 

Total Direct cost of production  and processing (1+2) NRS 

Net production Volume after processing in one Ha of land   kg 

Per kg Production/Processing cost  NRs---/kg 

Equivalent to Selling 

price (farm gate) 

Gross Margin based on average  farm 

gate price @ ---- /kg 

-----%  

 

 

  



 

  

Annex 2: Questionnaires 2: for representatives of VC enablers 

 

Name of Organization:   

Name of respondent:                      Position:   

Date of discussion: 

 

A. Export Procedures/policies of large cardamom 

 

What are the current export procedures and requirement of basic for the export of 

large cardamom? 

 

 

What are the governing policies for the increment of large cardamom export? 

 

 

 

What bottlenecks you feel about the increase of large cardamom? 

 

 

B. GON Facilitation to the exporters of large cardamom 

 

How your organization enables to the cardamom exporters? 

 

 

What are the GON facilities for the large cardamom exporters? 

 

 

In your opinion what are the policy and procedure limitation for the large cardamom 

export? 

 

Do the producer get any  incentive while cardamom is exported? 

 

Do you have any suggestion for the diversification of export destinations and increase of 

large export from Nepal? 

  



 

  

Annex 3: Questionnaires 3: for service markets of large cardamom marketing 

relating to export services 

  

Name of Respondent:      Designation: 

Date of discussion:      Place of discussion  

Nature of service provided for the export of large cardamom:  

 Processing 

 

 Grading 

 

 Transportation 

 

 Packaging 

 

 Labeling 

 

 Quality Certification 

 

 Market information 

 

 Market promotion 

 

 Advocacy on behalf the exporters  

 

 Technical support  

 

 Lobbing the international importers 

 

 Other services (please specify) 

Your suggestion for the increase and diversify the export destination:  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-  



 

  

Annex 4: Questionnaires 4: for the representatives of transporters 

Name of Transport/cargo organization:      Place: 

Name of Respondent:        Responsibility:  

Date of discussion: 

A. capacity of Transportation:  

A.1 in 40 ft container: 

A.2 in 20 ft container:  

A.3 in Other size: 

B. Cost of transportation up to: 

   Destination   per kg rate of transport NRs 

SN 
Size of 

container 

Destination Per kg/MT rate 

From To  

Land Transport    

b.1  in 40 ft container  

 

 

  

b.2  in 20 ft container  

 

 

  

b.3  Other size  

 

 

  

b.4 Air transport    

volume   

 

 

  

volume   

 

 

  

volume   

 

 

  

 

C. What may be the cost effective transportation?-------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------- 

 

  



 

  

Annex 5: Questionnaires 5: for the Federation of Large Cardamom 

Entrepreneurs' Association of Nepal 

Name of the Respondent from FLCE:      

Designation:  

Place:        Date:  

1. Collection Process:  

How do you collect large cardamom for marketing? 

1.1  

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5  

2.  Marketing of Large cardamom 

How do you market the large cardamom? 

2.1 Direct sale     ----- % 

2.2 Provide wholesale traders   ----- % 

 2.3 Provide retail traders   ----- % 

2.4 Provide to exporters    ----- % 

2.5 Export to; 

 India     ----- % 

 Pakistan     ----- % 

 Bangladesh    ----- % 

 Sri-Lanka     ----- % 

 Other      ----- % 

 -- 

 -- 

2. Export process 

What are the processes of export of large cardamom? 

3.1  

3.2 



 

  

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

 

1. GON support and facilities 

What are GON facilities for the export of large cardamom? 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

 

5. Destination of export 

5.1 Exporting custom and Port 

SN Exporting customs Delivery Port Country 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

5.2 Transport cost up to custom  

SN Exporting customs Per Kg. 

Transportation cost 

Remarks 

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

5.2 Transport cost up to Port  



 

  

SN 
Exporting 

customs 

Exporting 

port 

Per Kg. 

Transportation 

cost 

Remarks 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

2.  Issues of export performance:  

  



 

  

Annex 6: Questionnaires 6: for local collector/retailers and wholesale traders 

 

Name of respondent:       Place: 

Function:         Date:  

1. How do you collect and do processing large cardamom? 

 Farmers deliver with fully processed in my place: 

 Farmers deliver with semi processed in my place: 

 Farmers deliver with  without processed in my place: 

 Collect door to door basis without processed: 

2. How do you manage processing If delivered without or semi processed 

delivery/collection? 

 Do full processing 

 Do semi processing 

 Sale with processing 

 Deliver to other level of collectors/traders with processing 

 Deliver to other level of collectors/traders with full processing 

 Deliver to other level of collectors/traders with full processing 

 

3. How do you Market the collected large cardamom? 

 Directly sale to customers 

 Directly export  

 Deliver to exporters 

 Deliver to retailers 

 Deliver to wholesale traders 

 

4. What are the marketing Issues you felt?  

 



 

  

Annex 7:  List of VC, actors, Service providers and enablers Consulted 

SN Name Organization Designation Address Contact no. 

1 Lal Jung Tamang  0 Farmer Beshsahar 

Municipality 10 

9864896095 

2 Seti Maya Tamang (Local 

collector) 

0 Local trader/collector Beshsahar 

Municipality 10 

9846191204 

3 Yogendra Pd. Pandey MoICS Under secretary,  9841802993 

4 Raj Kumar Karki FLCE Chairperson Jorpati, Kathmandu 9851054429 

5 Sita Jabegu  Farmer Phalejung 1, Panchthar 9816937082 

5 Niru Limbu  Farmer Phalejung 2, Panchthar 9804902851 

6 Dharmanda Bhandari FLCE Wholesale Trader Birtamod 5, Jhapa 9860529063 

7 Pappu Bindal  Exporter Birtamod, Jhapa 9852672976 

8 Nirmal Bhattrai  Exporter Birtamod, Jhapa 9852671049 

9 Khagendra Kunwar  Collector/trader Birtamod 5,Jhapa 9852677804 

10 Barat Raj Adhikary Mechi Custom 

Office 

Communication Officer Kakarbhitta 9852662234 

11 Roshan Agrawal Sunaina Matching 

Trade Centre 

Custom clearing 

&Forwarding Agent 

Mechinagar 

Municipality 

Kakarbhitta 

9852672193 

9814020393 

+917602600730 

12 Rajendra Ghimire  Founder Chairperson Birtamod Jhapa 9862671150 

13 Mr. Sudip Radhe Radhe Exporter Birtamod Jhapa 98001440081 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

  



 

  

Annex 8: Documents Required for Trade in Nepal 

Activities 

Document 

Required 

for 

Export 

Document to be Presented/Submitted at or Exchanged between 

Documents Required 

for Consignment 

through 

Nepal Customs 

India 

Border 

Customs 

Kolkata 

Customs 
Bank Other 

Road Sea 

Contract between 

buyer and seller 
     

  

(between 

buyer and 

seller) 

  

Purchase Order      

  

(between 

buyer and 

seller) 

  

Performa Invoice      

  

(between 

buyer and 

seller) 

  



 

  

Activities 

Document 

Required 

for 

Export 

Document to be Presented/Submitted at or Exchanged between 

Documents Required 

for Consignment 

through 

Nepal Customs 

India 

Border 

Customs 

Kolkata 

Customs 
Bank Other 

Road Sea 

Commercial Invoice      

  

(between 

buyer and 

seller) 

  

Packing List         

Letter of 

Credit/APC/DAP or 

any other payment 

related bank 

documents 

        

LC Covering Letter 

by Bank 
        

CTD         

Authority Letter for 

Nepal Border 

Customs 

        



 

  

Activities 

Document 

Required 

for 

Export 

Document to be Presented/Submitted at or Exchanged between 

Documents Required 

for Consignment 

through 

Nepal Customs 

India 

Border 

Customs 

Kolkata 

Customs 
Bank Other 

Road Sea 

Authority Letter for 

Kolkata CHA 
        

Letter to Consular 

General Office 

(APC) 

   

 

(required 

for GON ) 

    

Permit Letter from 

Department of 

Commerce if No 

APC or LC 

        

Bi. Pi. Ni Form         

SAD         

COO – GSP         

COO – Chamber         



 

  

Activities 

Document 

Required 

for 

Export 

Document to be Presented/Submitted at or Exchanged between 

Documents Required 

for Consignment 

through 

Nepal Customs 

India 

Border 

Customs 

Kolkata 

Customs 
Bank Other 

Road Sea 

Company 

Registration 

Certificate ( One 

Time for the year) 

        

VAT/PAN register 

certificate ( One 

Time for the year) 

        

Empty Pick up 

permit (Shipping 

Line) 

a. Booking 

Request with 

shipping line 

b. Issuance of 

container 

Guarantee  

Bond 

c. Container 

Insurance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 (between 

FF & 

Shipping 

Line) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

Activities 

Document 

Required 

for 

Export 

Document to be Presented/Submitted at or Exchanged between 

Documents Required 

for Consignment 

through 

Nepal Customs 

India 

Border 

Customs 

Kolkata 

Customs 
Bank Other 

Road Sea 

Transit Permit  – 

Rail Movement  
        

Road Way Bill – 

Road Movement 

a. Road  way 

Bill – Nepal 

side 

b. Road way 

bill – India 

side 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transit Insurance 

Policy 

a. Transit 

Insurance 

b. Duty 

Insurance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    



 

  

Activities 

Document 

Required 

for 

Export 

Document to be Presented/Submitted at or Exchanged between 

Documents Required 

for Consignment 

through 

Nepal Customs 

India 

Border 

Customs 

Kolkata 

Customs 
Bank Other 

Road Sea 

BOL 

a. BOL  – 

Master 

b. BOL – 

House  

 

 

 

 

(Only for Import) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   

 

 

 

Quality Assurance 

Certificate 
     

 

(Business 

House) 

  

Dock Permit 

(Entry/Exit) 
        

Slot acceptance 

letter 
        

Mate Receipt         

Manifest (IGM)         



 

  

Activities 

Document 

Required 

for 

Export 

Document to be Presented/Submitted at or Exchanged between 

Documents Required 

for Consignment 

through 

Nepal Customs 

India 

Border 

Customs 

Kolkata 

Customs 
Bank Other 

Road Sea 

Bill of Exchange 

(Negotiating with 

Bank) 

        

Delivery Order 

(HBL/HAWB) 
     

 

(Shipping 

line, Air 

Line and 

FF 

  

Delivery order 

(MBL/MAWB) 
     

 

(Shipping 

Line, Air 

Line and 

FF) 

  

Seal CTD cover         



 

  

Activities 

Document 

Required 

for 

Export 

Document to be Presented/Submitted at or Exchanged between 

Documents Required 

for Consignment 

through 

Nepal Customs 

India 

Border 

Customs 

Kolkata 

Customs 
Bank Other 

Road Sea 

Sending back of the 

CTD after final 

endorsement back to 

originating Indian 

customs 

        

Port Rent Receipt      

FF,Port 

Authority 

Shipping 

Line 

  

THC      

FF,Port 

Authority 

Shipping 

Line 

 

  

Copy of Driver’s 

Licence 
 

 

(during gate entry) 
      



 

  

Activities 

Document 

Required 

for 

Export 

Document to be Presented/Submitted at or Exchanged between 

Documents Required 

for Consignment 

through 

Nepal Customs 

India 

Border 

Customs 

Kolkata 

Customs 
Bank Other 

Road Sea 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

Source: Mr. Rajan Sharma, NEEFA/FNCCI 

  



Abbreviations 

APC : Advance Payment Certification 

BOL : Bill of Lading 

CHA : Custom Clearing and Handling Agent 

COO : Certificate of Origin 

CTD : Custom Transit Declaration 

DAP : Delivery Against Payment 

DGR : Dangerous Goods Regulations 

FF : Freight Forwarder 

GON : Government of Nepal 

GSP : Generalized Systems of Preference 

HAWB : House Air Way Bill 

HBL : House Bill of Lading 

IGM : Import General Manifest 

LC : Letter of Credit 

MAWB : Master Air Way Bill 

MBL : Master Bill of Lading 

PAN : Permanent Account Number 

SAD : Single Administrative Document 

THC : Terminal Handing Charge 

VAT : Value Added Tax  
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